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Part I
I • Introduction
A* Purpose and aim of the paper
!• Questions vrhich might be answered by the study
B* Limitations of the study
!• Study based on specific case records
a« Records of boys Tidio presented behavior problems
b* Records of boys who had one psychotic parent
2* Limited to one boy in a family
a. Selection of cases
3« Small number of cases included
a* Number of cases small for definite conclusions
b* Generalizations limited
II. Method of Study
A. Selection of twenty-five case records for reading
1* From index cards of cases placed by the agency;
cases picked
2* From conferences yrith boys’ workers in the agency
3# Determining factors
a. Boy presented behavior problems
b# One parent psychotic
B. Selection of ten cases
1, Eliminating factors
a. Parent had never been hospitalized or adjudged
psychotic by competent authority
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b* Boy had never been subjected to parent’s
influence during psychotic episodes
0 * Brief case records
2a Acceptance factors
a* Adequacy of data
Ca Supplementation of records
la Conference with social workers
aa In all ten instances
ba Information secured
(1) Limited by brief contacts
(2) Intei*pretation of points in records
2a Personal contacts with boys
aa Possible in six cases
ba Observations made
(1) General behavior, personality, adjustment
to placement situation
PART II
Outline for Case Study
la Referral of case
II a Boys’ behavior problems
Ilia Background
Aa Family History
la Father
2a Mother
B Siblings
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C • Home Life
1# Conditions at home during life
2* Living conditions at time of referral
D* Family attitudes
IV. Personal History
A. Birth and development
1.
Illnesses
B. Habits
C* Physical health and appearance
D* School history
V* Personality and Interests
VI. Psychological I mpressions and Psychiatric Treatment
VII. Medical Treatment
VIII. Social Treatment
A. Institutional experience
B. Foster home experience
1. Foster home
2. Foster family
3. Adjustment
4. Replacements
H. Status of Case at Close of Study
PART III
I. Introduction
II. Some Considerations
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PART I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
This paper primarily concerns itself with the study of the treat-
ment methods employed by a child placing agency in the placement of
problem boys who are of a parent who has been adjudged psychotic* There
has also been an attempt to inquire into a few of the possible influences
of the parent in creating the boy’s problems*
The question arose from the writer’s contacts with patients in a
State Hospital for the mentally ill who were known to have maladjusted
children in their families and later from consultations with social
workers vdio had worked with these children* Also, at an eeurlier date,
it had been the writer’ s opporturdty to observe a few cases of boys
presenting behavior problems who came from a background in which one or
both parents were psychotic* Accordingly, the writer felt it fitting
to make a study of this question*
Upon careful consideration of the problem, the following seemed
to be the questions which should be ansr^ered first:
1* Has any special type of treatment been necessary
for these boys? "V/hat type of treatment was used?
2* Has the mental disability of the parent been a
direct factor in creating the boy’ s problem?
3* To what extent might the instability of the parent
have been inherited by the boy?
iCoiioiTcrojTWcr
oiid lo ’'bc/Ja orJ d.i’ivr
.^tnaacroo X-fltapritt; ^l:it
'xo ©lit «i Yxift83a :=iBiOioIq Mirfc « \-cf f>©'«^oI(^3 aborfitufl >txs©«i
o*if)riT .obiOiTUr-sq ho^J^ctb-T ce^d aa-l ocba ^tra-iac. « ^o cu w?w a-^i^rf jaslcfo-iq
a®5i2rjO'I'lrri ^ItJi&ooq eui lo 'wal a u^ci otlupiil od dqi.sptde rsa oala &Arf
. 5xrnr.Irfo*iq 8'^' .)cf orl:^ iti .^uoinq aiiJ- 1©
a cb acbttoMxtq ricbiirr sioa^/zoo r-.c-il ®oc'ra aoife»(jp o.fT
avrjxl C+ /r/roccl r9i©» .;vV li f vSSiKhxeuX
-lo'i le-tiqc^oH
Ij5io«^e ricb'^- tii:oifac»Iwsaoo cioTc'i ‘icrbi;! aeii.lai’i'^ ilttftd rtS. oeTb.flxio
ffi/’b '3 ^cjjXA .ivdft.Xxffr'
-^aorfj rf^rx bt»'»('ioTr .''Jiii orfv- i^v.'X’sow
a-^Txf v'- O'* .n»'i Hvnoatfo v>d' «*&'! bJ^it tt
•JO eno fioirf^r ni bCKJOts-faxicf s mit oa;*o oKw Rn»Icro'.q yotrri^d 2ttb^a»c©Tq‘
c'loid^vil Jtb •ie^ lai’b'nv ,\X2inf!'jot>bA &*xew aJ^roiaq .'{dotf
i.0ojt^a6irp shid" lo vjbwJa a od"
i-r ?j:1w!.£Xo 1 ,LTr.X<fo*iq e.'f^ 1 > lioXcJ’x’xabl ^noa Xx/i^t^o roqT’
bfitayrsTW £>f faXuc/fa ilofxi’yr c.jo.* baat/p od od
'{rcs»te‘>e>ii naoc .' fjw.d-aoit ')© aq^'r;.." laXo^qa \3rr3 .'.aH ’V
^V>c:r 23W “io d.jn; V'r.'c<i ciojld lo'i
XI coacT dfl073q arid lo £'Jd::o/^ ».'fc^ ?x’I .S
.
?ja»£d5‘^q 3 'v>d nXd snictiJa’ o * 2 'ro rati'l
d::ir>’j£q ©rf.J' I0 vdiXia'/idairi oi- ^'r^r^Xct Txrodxo ;b4*iiK' 0*1' ..-,
^' {od orij ' }^d '. odt’icdftl ae&d c-vxia
4* Vfhat possibilities of difficulty must an eigency
face when acoeirting for placement a child of
psychotic parents?
Limitations of the Study
Before considering the actual method of study attempted by the
writer, certain definite limitations should be pointed out which
should be kept in mind by the reader of the paper. First, the reader
must be aware of the fact that the material, as chosen from cases,
conferences, and some personal contact, concerns only foster boys who
presented some behavior problems and yrtio had one psychotic parent in a
mental hospital at the time the boy was referred for placement, at some
former time during the life of the boy, or within a few weeks after the
boy was accepted for placement# An exception to this latter limitation
was made in one case in which the parent had been adjudged psychotic by
a hospital but had never been hospitalized#
Another factor is that in the selection of the records, it so
happened that the boy knowato the agency was in every case the only
boy from that family referred for placement so that it was not possible
to compare the behavior or adjustment of brothers in any family. In
four cases, in which there were brothers in the home, they remained
with a peirent or wero taken by relatives and there was no information
available on whether or not they presented any behavior problems. In
two cases, in which sisters of the boys were taken for placement,
there were no behavior problems. Throe boys had half-brothers and
xooesfl r.a :!om a©t3 ilxd/e&oq,
In bXiH^ A .t'iftKoswrIq ’to\ : rJ.^q<f»Of>/s r ‘Ar soaO:
?sJTto*r,w 0 2;failo''ufr
cvifa^
Ofl^ 7jby .'-j ,;OiUs „ ^riic-^iattoo ono'tefl
/foX.tr. c'U'o toJ'ci'oq ©d aaoi '/rttfniX i^ixiil®i> ^n9:tt‘T'j
wibiini edi* »‘!t>g®q ©t'^ O.o tebjat-i \'d ijaite ai ©cf bCtrori®
rr.il a©’:.o.io- aa ©riJ i»di ,fc©l c.'^;^ lo ©nxvfon »d &tisB.
cdr. &\od *t^&o'i vino s.i’in’snon IfloocTjq eiaoc Iki*
,
ioon^te^oo
J8 fri ftioiAq ;. q -.no h«rf nw hfoj rcnjCdiir ttci'.ii.'teJ ©e>.* berfuewtq
I
nsria
-^ol iX' iiw'io ; s©w -^joi ©Jtfj t^iii cd-'b I-Bd'iqaod I©djtt©X!-
’itJ'lc Mol © to ,'-^orf ni-W io ‘JlIX ed^ ytliui) oixfi- -rafTrol
UslU icK.^.bAX abiiJ- o^^ .“'c ' y j .i>-foa©oj»Iq Tio- ho:>e90o-fl 't* ^ncf
vd 3ij'-rffjv< a :.' »i fcAti r.rt.i doL'w ai eejan tno rti ofitto njuv-
,'
-8
':1a.' . d *to»io‘ lonreat tyarf :*ud £Ji.•i^Xq^od M
0^ d' ,'. fetor© j ©;Ij lo rtuicrn©!©? * i' J'<i jM& si laSxial
f-d.t »j: jSL v-tavo ui CO# xo® 5aJ ©.n:f c<<- vorf &Bdd t&xrnqqdd
olrfla^oq j-tn ttw i/aid o« * u/i fw rialoi 'qlliui‘1 J’aiU’ ao-rt -^d
/
ol .xXXiiUi^ ill- atv.l^o'icf ‘>n :taaji7'r,x,i^ T'i^v"<wl»d odd o'laqnoo o:>
Wji.I^TXBo*; 4 ©rjd -"di.r ? 3*x©d!^o*id aievr eiodd d:;iriw nl ,a©a £!0 *tc/c>.i
Hoi 'afrxc'lri on eaw oir rf^- x,iia: xd H»aIo^ oinx- to cJ'iTttiq i ittiw
nl .3r:i.iIaio*rq tolr vlod v^j: ^^^d^os©^^ y,9ii& doa lo todtedir ao •ld/»j fejcvju
. aa.A'OdXq 'lol .icjtcd ®'i<ypr *.v.*iJ' odd lo ari'odaio d9ir{Tr ax owd
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sisters, but they were never known to the agency and played little part
in the picture.
A third factor to keep in rdnd is that the number of cases studied
is far too small to furnish definite conclusions. Nevertheless, as the
paper proceeds, it is the writer’s belief that the reader will find
STifficient basis for a reliable suggestion as to the importance of the
question involved in the study.
Method of Study
Selection of Twenty-five Records
The study was begun by the choice of twenty-five case records of
foster home placements from the files of a children’s agency and also
through contacting boys’ workers in the agency who had handled oases
in which this particular question was involved. These cases were se-
lected according to the determining factors of whether the boy presented
some behavior problem and whether he was a child of psychotic parents.
Having thus arrived at the choice of the twenty-five records, the
writer then read each case, abstracting from each the problems involved,
the evidence of the influence of the parent’s psychotic condition, and
the general plan of placement. There were a few cases in vrhich the
parent’s psychotic condition was one which had never been determined by
hospitalisation or adjudged by some competent authority but was based
only on circvunstantial evidence. In other cases, the parent’s mental
illness occiirred sometime sifter the boy was accepted for placement and
he was never subjected to the influence of the parent. Such oases
admittedly had no value for the investigation at hemd. Again, oases
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were eliminated because the boy presented no behavior problem at the
time of referral but problems developed aJTter placement. Two final
difficulties encountered in the selection of the cases were: the lack
of material in the record concerning the histoid’ and background of the
psychotic parent or their influence in the home situation, smd the brief
case records concerning the adjustment of the boy after placement.
These two difficulties seemed to vary with the methods and interpretations
of the individual worker in his recording of the case and also with each
ceise.
Cases not showing the above difficulties were accepted for the
study. The adequacy of material on the parent and on the boy served
as a final basis of acceptance. These cases were either closed by the
agency or had been carried over a long period of time, in which the boy
had made some sort of definite adjustment. It was felt that such cases
would offer more information as to the methods employed by the agency in
treatment of these boys. In the final list of cases accepted for this
study, there were ten cases which seemed to offer some light on the
question under consideration.
Supplementation of Records
In order to obtain as much information as possible concerning each
case, an attempt was made to interview the worker vdio placed the boy
and who carried out the case work in each instance. This was possible
in the ten cases selected for study. The workers seen were questioned
regarding their opinions as to whether the parent's psychotic condition
was a factor in creating the boy' s problems and as to the adjustment
made by the boy after placement. The workers, in several instances.
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enlarged upon points found in the records and were able to add to the
information which aided in formulating a clearer picture of the factors
involved in the placement of the boy.
An additional source of information was the writer* s own knowledge
of six of the boys, by having had an opportunity to know them personally
while doing field work as a student in the children’s agency, and through
having known five of them during their placement at the agency’s Study
Home.
Originally, the writer intended to read the case records of the
parent at the State Hospitals, to which they had been committed, and
then to incorporate in the study whatever material was found regarding
the parent’s mental condition and its influence on the boy prior to
committment. In only one instance were the case records of the parent
made available and, after two or throe unsuccessful attempts to secure
records at other State Hospitals and because of time limitation, the
idea was absindoned.
The ten cases selected for study are described on the following
pages. The material printed in single space has been taken from the
children’s agency case records.
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PART II
Case I
Tom, aged sixteen years and a half, a sex problem, was referred by
a hospital clinic to the children’s agency in 193- for foster home
placement. The referring agency requested the boy be placed for obsei*v-
ation of his behavior away from the hone of a step-mother, two sisters,
and a half-brother. His own mother had died when the boy was eleven,
the father remarried within two years, and shortly afterwards was
committed to a State Hospital for alcoholism. The following extracts
from the children’s agency case records and from the State Hospital,
to T^ich the father was committed, show the situation at the time the
boy was accepted for placement.
Behavior; Tom had a history of very poor behavior in
hi s' own home, often threatening menibers of his
family. Ho had been in coxurt once on a charge of
attacking small girls and was released on suspended
sentence} had a long history^ of fondling eoid play-
ing sexually with girls of nine and ten years. He
masturbated a great deal and day dreamed about sex.
His behavior was very childish, in activities most
of his playing was on a child’s level, and he had
never played with girls or boys his ovm age.
Family History; On the paternal side a great uncle died
at the age of sixty of toxic poisoning and a great
aunt became mentally upset during memopause, but was
never hospitalized. The grandfather was an alcoholic.
Early deaths in the family. Maternal uicle on
father’s side was in a mental hospital for 15 years.
The father was born in the U. S. in 189- . At age of
six months, he suffered an inflammation of the brain
but recovered and otherwise developed normally.
Began drinking at the age of twenty-tv/o. He usually
drank by himself in the home and drank until he fell
in a stupor. When he drank he became cross and
irritable. He was never abusive to his family but
would upset them with his verbal abuse. Described as
being rather moody, sulky, and stubborn although, at
times. he became .jolly and active. He was very
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determned ajad headstrong, had set ideas and
became very irritable if "crossed”. Was em-
ployed as a laborer and was reported to have
been very dependable. Began to show symptoms
of mental illness two weeks prior to his
committment. During this time, he expressed
ideas of persecution and of electric vibrations
in his body. He was committed in 193- to a
State Hospital and diagnosed Alcoholic Psychosis.
On the maternal side, nothing is knovr of
tdie family background. The boy’s own mother
died when he was eleven. She was a semi-invalid
for several years prior to her death. The step-
mother was married to the father two years after
the death of the mother. She was described as
being fairly intelligent, sincere, anxious to
help the boy, but at a loss to handle his pro-
blems. She tried to be patient with the boy,
but only became more and more agitated by him.
Frankly admitted she was rejecting him.
Siblings: (1) A girl, fiiged twenty-three, employed,
lived at home, was interested in the bov and
had tried to help him with his problems. (2) A
girl, aged nineteen, employed, and lived at home.
(3) The boy. (4) A half-brother, aged four.
Home Life; The home was situated in a good middle-class
neigliljorhood. Family occupied lower floor of house
with step-mother’s family living upstairs. It
was scantily furnished and quite unattractive.
Income was fair, as step-mother received Mother'
s
Aid and the two sisters were working and contrib-
uted to the upkeep of the home.
When the father was at home, the atmosphere
was never congenial. He v/as drunk every week-end,
was irritable and domineering. At the time of
referral, the atmosphere of the home vras rather
quiet, except for the boy who was mischievious
and annoying. He was quite stubborn and negativ-
istic, argued with everyone, and refused to do as
told.
Family Attitudes; Step-mother frankly and consciously
rejeoted 'tlie boy, was aware of the fact that she
disliked him, and that her feeling of dislike was
increasing. Felt boy should be removed from the
home. The sisters were said to have tried to
help the boy but could not get along ivith him.
Tom felt he was the black sheep of the family.
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8He was fond of his ovm mother, remembered her
well and missed her. Was fond of his father
and felt badly about his being out of the home.
He had no strong antagonism toward the step-
mother, but felt she was against him. Thought
he was a misfit in the home and that, if he
would leave, all would be happier by the
arrangement.
Personal History: Tom was bom in the United States
in T^f-. Details of birth and development un-
known. He had no serious illnesses but was
always very thin. Reported to have been always
rather irritable, had em ugly disposition, and
insisted upon having his own way. After the
death of his own mother, the boy lived with a
paternal avmt for two years but, because he be-
vame such a behavior problem, he was returned to
his father. Tom began school at the age of six,
was in the first year of high school, did fair
work, and had presented no difficult behavior in
school. Ho was interested in mechanical work.
Tom was of a nervous type and indulged in
much nervous activity. Appetite was good and he
slept well. Did not smoke. Was said to have
had considerable activity of a heterosexual
nature and considerable masturbation.
Personality and Interests; At home, Tom was described
as being impatient, irritable eind negativistic,
spent much time sitting around the house day-
dreaming. He demanded a great deal of attention
and affection. His behavior was very childish
and he played with children much younger than
himself. Outside of the home, he was said to be
a pleasant appearing, mild sort of boy, fairly
attractive in appearance, quiet and reserved and
did not give the impression of a boy who could be
so violent and troublesome. His interests, like
his activities, were shallow. He attended church
fairly regularly. His conversation showed that
there were many activities he would like to enter
into but apparently felt afraid of boys his own
ago and he had never started these activities.
Wanted to study a mechanical trade of some kind.
Psychologi cal Impressions and Psychiatric Treatment;
Mental tests by tVie re/4rring agency sKowed an
I. Q. of 111. Boy was considered as having high
average intelligence. Because of the boy's
mechanical interests, the referring agency
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recomniended trade school
Tom has had several interviews with the
psychiatrist at the hospital, from which he
was referred, and was given some understanding
of his difficulties. As a result, his masturb-
ation was retarded and he showed a better in-
sight into his sex problems.
It appears from this description that Tom vras handicapped both by
heredity suad by his social situation. On the paternal side of his family,
there were several cases of mental illness, since his father was alcoholic l
!
and mentally ill. The boy’s father is described as being a rather moody,
sulky, and stubborn individual, very determined and headstrong and becom- i
I
ing very irritable if anyone did anything against his will. Whether the
|
boy could inherit his father' s disposition or -whether he could acquire
it is a question for debate, but it is apparent that the boy has many o f
his father’s traits. Tom’s disposition, at the time he became known to
j
I
an agency, was very similsur to that of the father. Janet regards
psycho logioed force as a transmitted characteristic, saying:
We inherit psychological strength from our parents,
just as we inherit their material fortunes. Dis-
positions, which are reactions to certain forms of
psychological asthenia, are just as constitutional
suid hereditary as the shape of one’s nose or chin.
2
On the other hand, Healy
,
who writes on this point, says:
As I study young people and their settings, I become
more and more inclined to believe that ’’like father,
like son” is much more likely to exemplify identif-
ication than heredity.
1 Janet, Pierre: Factors Detennining Human Behavior,
Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1937
2 Healy, V^illiam, M. D. : Personality in Formation and
Action, Hew York: W. W, Norton & Co., 1938, p. 101
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Tom’s homo situation seems to have been emotionally unsatisfactory
to him all his life. He apparently haul no sense of security and, as a
result, developed a strong feeling of inferiority and insecurity. Even
I
I
wdion his own mother lived, the home atmosphere apparently was not con-
|
gonial because of the father’s drinking and his irritable nature. Tom’s
I
own mother was a semi-invalid for several years prior to her death and
|
died when the boy was eleven. After her death, the home was broken for
j
two years and the boy ”famed-out” with relatives. During these two
j
years, he became such a behavior problem that the relatives refused to
keep him and returned him to his father. With the father, it appears
as if the boy resented the presence of the step-mother in the home and
continued to be a behavior problem. The committment of the father re-
moved the last bit of security the boy had in the home, as the boy
seems to have been vei*y fond of the father. His behavior from that
time on became even more difficult and he became involved in a sex
delinquency and was placed on suspended sentence from the State Training
School.
It would be difficult to put a finger on any one particular
incident in Tom’s life and say it was the deciding factor in his becom-
ing a behavior problem, but it all seems to have begun following the
I
death of his mother emd each experience has seemed to add to his feeling !
of insecurity and rejection. '
I
i
The record indicates that the children’ s agency accepted Tom for
|
placement with the follcwing objective:
J
To remove the boy from a home in which he was mal- I
adjusted and where he was definitely rejected and
through group activities and group life of the
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Connecticut Junior Republic to develop his interests i
in more normal activities and to overcome his feelings
of inferiority and sex interest.
As the quota at the Connecticut Junior Republic was filled at the
time the agency accepted Tom for placement, there vras need for a
temporary placement until his application could be accepted. In view
of the boy’s long history of sex delinquency, foster homo placement
seemed unfavorable, so he was placed at the Longview Farm for Boys.
Longview Farm is a foster home group which aims at a controlled
home environment for difficult and maladjusted boys under the direction
of trained personnel. In general, only those boys who have failed to
adjust elsewhere, or for whom there is little hope of adjustment in the
typical foster home, eire sent to Longview. Mr. L. B. Blades, ^who i
established the home, states:
Longview aims to rehabilitate boys and accumulate and
analyze data which may ultimately shed light upon the
character and circxnnstances in the life of the individ-
ual boy which make him susceptible of rehabilitation
or incapable of it.
Longview Farm originated in 1932, being established by Mr. Leslie
j
I
3. Blades, psychologist, and his wife. Dr. Edith Hawley, nutrition
1
scientist. The personnel, in addition to the two directors (1936), 1
consists of two assistant supervisors, a young woman student social
worker, a cook, and a farmer and his assistant. Longview is situated
[
in the wooded countryside near West Acton, Massachusetts. It is in-
I
I
dependent of the sponsorship of any agency and is financed by fees paid
|
1 Glueck, Sheldon and E. T., Preventing Crime, New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1936, p. 90
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by agencies for care of their boys and by contributions. It is equipped !
to house twenty boys, the average number being fifteen, and aims to
preserve a homelike, family atmosphere. Mr. Blades works informally
I
with each boy, trying to help the boy face his problems so that he may
have a better mderstanding of himself and his experiences.
Tom was at Longview Farm for a period of four months before he was
admitted to the Connecticut Jionior Republic. During this time he was
reported as having made a good adjustment, although he had some difficxilty
with masturbation. Mr. Blades worked with Tom on his problems in the sex
field and was able to give him a better understeinding of his situation.
Tom was older than the other boys at the Farm but was able to get along
fairly well with them. He made no close friendships but was always
sociable. He had some part in various group activities emd developed a
strong loyalty to the place.
In the course of transferring the boy from Longview Farm to the
Connecticut Junior Republic, he was placed for five days in a Study
Home for boys maintained by the children* s agency so that ho could be
given a thorough physical examination and outfitted with clothes before
entering.
The Study Home is a special foster home maintained by the agency
to obtain a clear and intelligent diagnosis of boys' problems. Boys
are referred not only from the agency but from other social agencies
such as child gtiidance clinics, the juvenile court, and hospitals.
The home is situated in a residential section of Cambridge, Massachusetts,
and is within a short distance of the various child guidance clinics
and social agencies of Boston. This is particularly convenient as many
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of the boys placed in the hoiae are being seen at the clinics or by the
worker of sone agency. The home is under the supervision and direction
of Mr. and l^rs. R. L. Rice, a young couple who had had a great deal of
training and experience with problem children, an assistant director,
and a cook. The house accommodates six to eight boys who stay varying
lengths of time, depending on the individual need. The average stay has
been between two and three months, some remaining as long as six months.
During this time the boys are given the conplete freedom that might be
expected in a well-regulated family. They attend local schools and are
free to take part in the various community' activities, if they choose to
do so. The home serves both as an observation and as a treatment unit
depending on the individual need. Observations axe recorded by the
foster parents and this data prepared for the psychiatrist or social
worker interested in the case.
The following observations were recorded during Tom’s stay in the
Study Home:
Though the boy cam for only a short stay, he made a
place for himself in the family and was of material
influence in the management of the other boys.
A rather retiring and forceless person with a lean,
questioning face, he soon made it known that he spoke
with authority on all subjects. He is, hovrever, open
to suggestion and will admit it if he is wrong. In
the affairs of the house, he proved to be of more
than average ability and training in the details of the
table and upkeep of the hotise. He was quite courteous
and thoughtful of adults and took part in the program
without question. He attached himself to another boy
who was in the home and vho was going to the Republic
and undertook to give this boy the lacking enthusiasm
he seemed to have.
Although the short stay at the Study Home gave no opportunity for
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treatment, the observations made during the time are of value in that
they give us a good picture of the boy after having been under the care
of the agency for four months. He apparently showed none of his old
inpatient, irritable, negativistic disposition and showed he had conquered
some of his inferiority feelings by the way in which he made a place for
himself in the foster family in just a few days. He showed some material
influence in the management of the other boys and entered into group
activities without a bit of difficulty.
The Connecticut Junior Republic was established in 1904, is a
vocational school for boys from the ages of fourteen to eighteen, and
accommodates over a hundred. It is situated on a large tract of Isind
which includes farm and woodland. The school is founded on the conviction
that ''leeu*ning by doing" is the most effective educational method yet de-
veloped and upon the recognition that the educative process is not con-
fined to the school. Its name comes from the fact that it is a govern-
ment in miniature where a boy receives more individual training than can
be given in the average home, at school, or in the industrial world.
The government is democratic and functions through officers elected from
the students themselves. Each boy shares in the responsibilities of
this government and learns the principles underlying it. Boys also have
a chance to learn the value of money by using the Republic currency in
their daily lives. Each boy receives wages in this currency and with
it pays his board, room, lamdry, tajces, etc., buys clothing and starts
a savings account.
The method of training through participation gives a boy training
in the various phases of a well-made social being - spiritual, social
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recreative, economic, and civic - and gives him opportunity to make
the proper adjustment to those responsibilities under the sheltered
environment provided by the school. The Republic provides a staff
of well-trained and sympathetic workers and maintains a flexible
and adjustable academic and vocational curricula that will fit individ-
ual needs. There is no data available concerning the percent of success
the Republic has vrith its boys, as there have been no follow-up studies
made. However, one of the social workers at the children’s agency,
who has used the school a great deal, states that the degree of success
with agency boys has been remarkable. The boys sent there by the
agency, of course, represent only a small percentage of the boys in
the school but, on the other hand, these boys present more difficult
behavior problems than the average boy accepted at the Republic as
the agency has, in most cases, because of the expense involved, sent
boys there only when other resources have been exhausted.
At the Republic, Tom has made a very good adjustment and is con-
sidered a good citizen in every way. He is well-liked by the other
boys, is taking an active part in activities, and gives an impression
of being quite satisfied smd happy. He is in the print shop, where
he is doing average work and appears to enjoy his work. There have
been no sex difficulties whatsoever and the boy has been discussing
his problems with the psychiatrist. Tom has begun to take part in
some sports and his interests are developing. He has had some contact
with girls at the school dances and has conducted himself very well.
In general, it appears that Tom’ s personality problems have re-
sulted from the instability and insecurity of his environment. The
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father’s psychotic condition appears to have been only one of the
many experiences, which had added to the boy's feelings of rejection,
as it is known that Ton began to show behavior problems some years
before the father’s hospitalization.
Tom's placement at Longviev/ Farm v/as only temporary'-, but it
started the "ball rolling" in helping the boy to understand his
problems and to adapt himself to group life prior to his placement
at the Connecticut Junior Republic.
At the Connecticut Junior Republic, through the combination of
group life and intensive treatment with a psychiatrist, Tom has the
opportunity to develop his interest and overcome his feelings of
inferiority and sex interests. Ee apparently has made a very good
adjustment at the Republic, is happy and satisfied, is active in
the group life, and is well-liked by the other boys. Through his
talks vdth the psychiatrist, he is working out his sex problems. Had
Tom been placed in a foster home, he could have, no doubt, worked out
his problems with the aid of a psychiatrist’s treatment because, even
with all his difficulties, he seems to have an ability to adapt him-
self to a situation but, because of his long history of sex interest
and court record, it v/ould not have been v^-ise to place the boy in a
foster home. Such a placement would not only have been a risk to the
community but to the agency as v/ell.
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CASE II
In 193-, Joe, aged fifteen, behavior problem, was referred to
the children’s agency for foster home placement by a hospital clinic.
The boy’ s home had been broken about three years as the mother was a
patient at a State Hospital. The father was a seaman and alcoholic.
One other child in the family, a girl, two years younger than the
boy, died at the age of eleven years, of a bad kidney condition which
had been neglected. The boy had been living with his maternal grand-
mother. He had been referred twice to the clinic by a school because
of temper tantnmis at school and in the home of the grandmother. Be-
cause the grandparents were very old and completely unable to under-
stand the boy, he was recommended for placement. The following
description shows the situation at the time of referral:
Behavior: Joe had been mtrained and undisciplined since
childhood. He had never learned to control his
temper and used it as a means of forcing others
to give into him. Resorted to threats to gain his
ends. He smoked habitually, had few friends, 6uad
did not mingle with the boys in his neighborhood,
Joe’s father had continually threatened to send
him to a reformi school and the boy had become ex-
tremely apprehensive, threatening to kill himself
if this were done.
Feunily History: On the paternal side nothing was
known of the family background but it was
thought there is no history of nei*vous or
mental disease. The only living relative
was a paternal uncle who has been reasonably
successful in life. The father, bom in the
United States, went to sea at the age of
eleven years. He held captain’s papers that
gave him the right to command a ship of any
weight in any waters in the world and at one
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time was considered a very successful man*
During the War he was in the Kaval Reserve.
For about five years prior to his wife’s
final committment to the State Hospital,
the father held a political job with the
W, P. A. in a town near Boston. It was
said that ho was quite high in the organ-
ization and received a good salary. How-
ever, sometime during the past eight years,
he began drinking and had steadily gone
down hill since that time. Because of his
drinking, he was no longer able to secure
a good job. He was described as being a
man of intelligence and good standards had
it not been for his drinking.
In the maternal branch of the family,
an aunt and a great uncle are reported to
have been insane. Grandmother vra.s still
living. The mother was bom in the United
States. There vm-s no information regarding
her early life, except she was ssdd to have
been very nervous and excitable. She began
to show many peculiarities and suspicious
ideas against others about three or four
years prior to her committment. In 193-
,
it
became necessary to comrdtt her to a State
Hospital but, after one month, she was re-
turned to her home. Three yeans later she
was returned to the Hospital. EKxring this
time, she v/as reported to have been veir^'’
peculiar in her behavior. Told many fan-
tastic stories and had many ideas of per-
secution. She told neighbors that the boy
hated her and was going to kill her.
According to the father, the home was
seriously upset during these three years.
At the Hospital, the mother v/as diagnosed
as Dementia Praecox, Paranoid.
Siblings
;
Sister, born in 192-
,
two years
you. ger than the boy, died at the age of
eleven of a kidney condition, A year be-
fore her death, a children’ s agency
attempted to secure the father’s cooperation
for an examination of the child but they
were not successful. Whether the death was
a result of lack of care was never known.
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Home Life: Joe*5 home life was irregular and con-
fusing. At one time the father had good jobs
and the family apparently had a nice home.
The boy*s early home life was quite normal
except for the fact that the father was avreiy
from home a great deal of the time. The mother
vms a good homemaker and mother to the children.
However, about three years prior to her first
committment she began to show peculiar mannerisms
SLnd ideas. This caused the home to become very
upset and for the period between committment
conditions were about the same. After the mother
left the home, the family lost their home and
lived about in various rooming houses, nwving
often because of the father’ s alcoholism. After
the sister died, the boy was taken on a boat
with his father for a summer but, in the fall,
was placed with the maternal grandmother . The
grandparents lived in a second floor apartment
in a fair neighborhood. They were both very
old and completely unable to vinderstand the boy,
constantly nagging him about tminportant things.
Family Attitudes; The mother was said to have been
~ very good to the boy until she became psychotic
and from that time her actions varied betvreen
love end abuse. The father was extremely fond
of the boy, could see no wrong in him, and was
very proud of him. The boy thought a great deal
of his mother but was confused by her peculiar
behavior. He had a deep attachment to his father.
The sister was said to be a vei^ inportant person
in the life of the boy and he was greatly upset
at her death.
Personal History'-; Joe was bom in the United Spates
in 1S2- . iJothing was known of his birth and de-
velopment and, in so far as it was known, he had
no serious illnesses or injuries.
Physically, the boy was in very good con-
dition. He was quite large for his age, appearing
to be a boy of eighteen or nineteen. The boy
smoked most of the time and spent time daydreaming.
He showed no evidence of sex habits or nervous
mannerisms.
In school the boy was a problem. He was first
reported by the public school because of sullenness
and teinper spells and, when changed to a trade
school, continued to be somevriiat of a problem. He
showed a definite lack of response to his work in
eho ol aart often tnaaated. =
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Personality and Interests; The boy did not make
friends of^ his own age, spent most of his
time alone, and was at times rather sullen
said withdrawn. He had a tendency to become
extremely uneasy in crowds. Had severe temper
tantrums attempting to gain his desires through
this method. Had regular periods of depression
when he did not seem to care what happened to
him. He preferred being with adults to boys
his own age. Was inclined to take the path of
least resistance. His chief interest seemed to
be in the sea said he wanted to go to sea as soon
as he was able to get avreiy from school. Did not
show interest in the average activities of boys
his own age and most of his interests were on an
adult level.
Psychological Impressions end Psychiatric Treatment;
Mental' tests' Vy the referring agency gave the
'
boy an I. Q. of 94 but, as he was quite dis-
turbed at the time, there was a question as
to the accuracy of the results. As the boy
had such a great fear of institutions, or of
eoiyone connected with them, no therapy 7ms
ever attempted and the referring agency re-
commended that placement should come before
therapy.
Looking back at this case, it would seem that there are many
important factors that appear to have been influential in shaping
Joe’s personality pattern. From the family history, there is the
possibility of heredity entering in as a factor, since the maternal
aunt, great uncle, and the boy’s mother were mentally ill. On the
other hand, the boy’s home life has been irregular and confusing
and he has had a series of emotional experiences, which seemingly
upset him a great deal. From childhood, he has been uitrained and
\xndi8ciplined and his environment was such as to create a multitude
of personality problems. The agency, which referred Joe for foster
home placement, concluded that he vras extremely sensitive, due to
scolding and nagging and because of a lack of affection.
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The children’s agency accepted Joe for placement with this
objective in mind:
To remove this boy from a very unhealthy home
atmosphere to a more normal life in order to
develop his interests and ambitions; thereby
overcoming his deep-seated personality problems.
He was given a physical examination at the clinic maintained by the
agency and found to require only some dental work. In March, 193-
,
he was placed at the agency Study Home for observation and to de-
termine what type of placement he would be best adapted for.
At the Study Home, where the boy remained for a period of three
months, he did not show emy of the temper tantrums, which v^ere so
marked Tirtiile living with his grandmother, and only on one occasion
did he show any real anger spell. He became discouraged very easily
6Lnd often had periods of depression when he gave the impression that
he did not care what happened to him. In the group at the Home, he
got along with the other boys by taking an active part in the group
activities but he did not make any close friendships and was regarded
as a sort of "odd" fellow by the others because of his moody, sullen
spells. He was very sensitive on the subject of family relations and
rarely ever spoke of his mother or sister. In school, he continued
to have some difficulty, ti*uanted on several occasions, and did not
appear to be well-adjusted. Joe liked the foster parents a groat
deal as good friends ajad, in some relationships, seemed to accept
them as substitute parents but he never expressed his feelings. He
was very loyal to the Home euid thought it was the greatest place he
had ever lived
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On the basis of the observations made diiring Joe’s stay at the
Study Home, this recommendation was made:
It is felt that the boy can make the adjustment
necessary to resocialization only if he can es-
tablish some reason for wanting to do so. He
is not now interested in making any effort in
this direction. He seems to have a very good
insight into the situation whioh he finds himself
but has no interest in doing anything about it.
After the boy had been at the Study Home for three months, it
was decided he was ready for foster home placement, the plan being
to place him for the summer and perhaps permanently if a good ad-
justment was made. The boy accepted the plan of leaving the Study
Home very well, after his visitor had explained to him that the
Study Hone was only a temporary home and that, as he had been there
longer than any other boy, it was his place to go.
The hone of Mr. and Mrs. R., in a Boston suburb, vras chosen for
Joe because of the exceptional qualities it offered in handling
adolescent boys. A very pleasant and wholesome family life prevailed
in the home into which other agency boys placed there had been drawn
and there was an excellent relationship established between the foster
parents and the boys. The foster parents, not yet middle-aged, had
two daughters, fourteen and twelve respectively, and an agency boy,
who had lived in the home several years eind assumed much of the
responsibility in the home, made up the permanent foster family. The
foster mother appealed to most boys because of her happy, friendly
nature and genuine liking of boys. The foster father understood boys'
problems emd was a real pal, as well as- father, to the boys in the
home. His varied interests and experiences appealed to boys. The home
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was a place in which all members v^ere on terms of good understanding,
affection, and respect for each other. Recreational opportunities
with boats, auto, swimming, and athletic equipment were offered.
Joe completely failed to adjust to this home. He was rather
grouchy, unpleasant, and frankly and openly disliked the place. It
was felt his failure to adjust was because he wished to return to
the Study Home and because the foster mother did not understand him.
She was usually able to get a response out of a boy, but she could
not understand this type of behavior and felt the boy disliked her.
After three weeks’ trial, it was obvious that there was little chance
of the boy and the foster mother making the adjustments to one
another so the boy was returned temporarily to the Study Home.
At the Study Home, Joe became happy and active again, taking
his place quite easily. His behavior was much the same as when he
had been there before with the exception that ho took some interest
in leadership and, on several occasions, assiimed small leadership
tasks about the house. Plans were made with the boy to send him to
Connecticut Junior Republic. He preferred to remain in the Study
Home but finally accepted the Republic on the basis of the fact that
he had no other place to suggest where he could get along. After
Accepting the plan, he continually changed his mind. It was pointed
out to him that the Republic was a good place for him as far as school
was concerned as the school was not difficult because each boy worked
on his own level without competing against others. After a month at
the Study Home, Joe was taken to the Republic.
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Tfhen the boy arrived at the Republic, it was felt by his
visitor and by the Director of the school that Joe’s possibilities
of adjustment were doubtful because of the sullen, unresponsive,
unfriendly attitude he immediately adopted, but they felt a trial
was worth while*
After a three month period, the following report, from the
Republic, appears in the record:
The boy has made a reasonable adjustment but is
recognized as a very sick boy mentally, who needs
very special attention. He is living in a cottage
with the psychiatrist who spends a great deal of
time with him. The psychiatrist has a good re-
lationship with the boy but it will take time to
make much change in him. He is well liked by the
other boys 6aid seems to enjoy their company. He
is extremely sensitive and, on occasions, has
difficulty with other boys and becomes moody and
discouraged. In school he has shovm a rather un-
usual attitude. He has been found to be at fourth
gracfe level in accomplishment, seeming to be
definitely stopped there in all subjects. He ex-
pressed a desire to go on with academic subjects
and is in a class with boys his own age but doing
work on his own level. In work he has taken an
interest in cooking and works with the chef in
the kitchen. He continues to have periods of
contentment and activity euad then swings to a
period of inactivity, becoming moody and seclusive.
He says he does not like the Republic but has no
place else to go.
After six months the boy continued to make reasonable adjustment.
He has established a very good relationship with the psychiatrist and
feels he understands him. He still contends he does not like the
school, but admits he likes it better than he expected or thought he
ever would.
The success of treatment for Joe still remains to be seen. From
the beginning, he has been a placement problem. Because of the
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persomlity difficulties presented, he was first sent temporarily to
the agency Study Home for observation before making plans for definite
placement. Here, although he made a fairly good adjustment to the
group, he did not seem to live up to the level that it was hoped he
would and ho was not able to work out his problems with anyone.
Obseirvations made at the Home, showed the boy’s need for intensive
treatment and special attention. The transfer of the boy from the
Study Home to a foster home was made with the idea of providing the
boy with the atmosphere of freedom and affection offered by that
particular home and, also, that the boy would be near enough to
Boston to receive psychiatric treatment at one of the clinics. Be-
cause of Joe’s peculiar behavior the foster parents were unable to
understand him and he made no effort to adjust because of his desire
to return to the Study Home.
Apparently the foster home placement was not the type of treat-
ment for Joe because, as shown, much of his mental conflict was a
result of his strong feelings regarding his own mother and he seemed
to resent the efforts of the foster mother by making no effort to
accept her on any basis. Because of his deep-seated problems, his
lack of training and discipline, and the fact he had never associated
with boys his age, but spent his time alone or with adults, Joe was
in need of more than the strength of security and recognition found
in a foster hone. His problems called for the training and
associations offered in group activity and group life. Observations
at the agency Study Home showed a need for psychiatric treatment.
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In his present situation at the Connecticut Jxmior Republic, Joe
is provided with a controlled environment in which he can develop his
interests and ambitions on his own level, an environment in which he
has the influences of group life eind group activity, and is under
constant care, supervision, and treatment with a psychiatrist. He
has apparently made a fairly good adjustment to the group life, but
the degree of success in overcoming his deep-seated personality problems
rests with his response to psychiatric treatment. The psychiatrist
states that the boy has trends which appear dangerously schizophrenic
and he questions whether Joe will ever be able to make a normal social
adjustment. According to Healy^, ”peculiarities of temperament and
of mental attitudes sometimes remain as such throughout life or by
skillful treatment they may occasionally be modified”. In his study
of a group of forty-five "peculiar personalities" there was approx-
imately fifty per cent success in foster home placement.
Judging from the facts produced in the case record, the mental
disability of Joe’s mother has been a factor in creating the boy’s
problems as, apparently, it was with the onset of the mother's psychosis
that Joe’s difficulties began. The mother was known to upset the home
for a period of six years before she was finally hospitalized. Follow-
ing her illness, other experiences folloNed which added to upset the boy.
1 Healy, William, M. D.
,
Augusta F, Bronner, Edith M, H,
Baylor, and J, Prentice Murphyj Reconstructing Behavior
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CASE III
In 193-, a Boston child guidance clinic referred Harry, aged
thirteen, to the children's agency for foster home placement* The
boy’ s mother had died two years previously and the boy was living
with ihis father. Two other children were in the family: a girl,
aged six, living in the hone, stnd a boy, aged four, living with
relatives. The father referred the boy for temporary placement be-
cause of the boy' s running away and truancy. The referring agency
stated that the home situation was such that the boy should be re-
moved as quickly as possible.
Behavior I Harry had truanted frequently from
school, ran away from his home on several
occasions, stayed out late at nights, and
traveled with a rather bad crowd of boys
in a highly organized gang. With the gang,
he had been in considerable sex activity,
and had been involved in some petty stealing.
He had been in court once for larceny ajid
was placed on probation during which time
his behavior improved.
Family Histoi*y: Nothing is known of the father's
family except that his parents were born in
Austria and spent most of their time travel-
ing. The father was bom in Austria in 188-
.
Little is known concerning his early life.
He was an odd- looking man, extremely tense
when talking, was very talkative, and became
quite oratorical. Stated that he knew more
than anyone else regarding medicine, economics,
and cooperative housing. Ho did a great deal
of writing which appeared incoherent and con-
fused. Expressed ideas and feelings of per-
secution, particularly of religious persecution
and felt that both ho and his children wore
being subjected to mistreatment by the world
in general. He was sure the teachers at school
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persecuted his children because he and their
mother were of different religion. Often
sat up all night writing articles and letters
regarding his plans to save the world. Was
never able to hold a job and was on relief
most of the time, A short time after the boy
was removed from the home, the father was
committed to a State Hospital for the mentally
ill 8uid diagnosed as Schisophrenic,
Nothing is known about the maternal side
of the family. The mother had a good education
and taught school for about ten years prior to
marriage. She was said to be a quiet, placid
sort of individual of good intelligence. Died
at childbirth five years before the boy’s re-
ferral.
Siblings; Harry was the oldest of three siblings,
(1) the boy, (2) a girl, aged six, a small,
thin, undernourished looking child of seemingly
average intelligence, (3) a boy, aged four, who
had always lived with relatives since birth.
Home Life; The home was a two-room apartment in a
fair neighborhood. Rooms were poorly furnished,
extremely dirty, and littered with papers, which
the father considered necessary in his writings.
The father spent a great deal of time away from
the home and, when at home, was usually very
busy writing, so that the children had little
supervision and spent most of the time on the
street. Family was dependent upon relief as
their only source of income and barely had enough
to get along on, as the father was very unwise in
handling money affsiirs. The children had no
religious affiliations as the mother was Catholic,
the father Protestant, and there had been some
controversy in the home regarding this.
Family Attitudes; Father showed that he was undoubtedly
very 'intereTtod in his children and at times was
quite concerned regarding their welfare but, because
of his psychotic condition, was not capable of
caring for them. The sister and Harry spent a
great deal of time together and apparently got along.
Harry had a strong affection for the father,
identified himself quite strongly with him, and
they had many interests in common. The boy had
accepted many of the father’s ideas and, while he
realised seme of them were silly, they were socially
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idealistic enough to appeal to an intelligent
boy his age.
Personal History; Boy was bom in the U. S, in 192-
.
Was a full-term baby, birth and development
normal, and was always healthy. He had always
done very well in school, presented no serious
problems, although he frequently trusmted. The
school felt the father was largely responsible
for this because of his paranoid ideas regarding
the teachers. Behavior difficulties started
soon after his mother’s death. The father at
‘first attempted to punish the boy severely but
found it only made him afraid to come home.
Personality and Interests: Harry was said to have
presented an unusual normal personality con-
sidering the circumstances under -Bdiich he lived.
He appeared to be a rather odd-looking, short,
stubby boy with a very mature face. He was well-
poised, friendly, and responsive. He had identified
himself strongly with his father and had taken
over many of the father’s paranoid ideas about
school teachers but it was felt these ideas were
not deep-seated enough to be a serious problem.
Boy’ s main interest was the sea and boats and he
spent much time around the docks.
Psychological Impressions and Psychiatric Treatment;
the Wy rated an Y. Q', of* 12l on an intelligonoe
test given by the referring agency and was con-
sidered as generally superior. He had never
been seen by a psychiatrist.
Harry, a boy of high intelligence, was originally referred by his
father for running away and truancy from school. His school record
indicates that he was not a behavior problem in school other than
his truancy, that he was able to make his grade each year without
difficulty, and that, although he had begun to take on some of his
father’s ideas regarding the teachers, he really showed no intense
dislike for school. The father stated that the boy’s behavior
difficulties began immediately following the death of his mother.
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Tuiming to the home situation, we find that prior to his mother's
death, the home apparently met the needs and desires of the boy for
aecurity and affection and he was not known to have any particular
difficult problems. Harry's mother died when he was eight years old
Sind he had since been living in a very \xnstable environment with a
younger sister and his father. Because of the father's abnormal be-
havior, the home situation seems to have been very upset and offered
no sense of security or recognition so that the boy was forced to
search elsewhere for these needs. Apparently, it was while seeking
these satisfactions outside the home that he became involved in de-
linquent behavior.
In 193-
,
Harry was accepted for placement by the agency with the
objective:
Through foster home placement to remove this boy
from an extremely unhealthy home environment and
through a more normal home life to develop a
normal personality.
He was given the usual routine physical examination and although rather
short for his age was found to be in general satisfactory condition.
He was then placed in the M. foster home in a rural neighborhood near
Boston.
The M. home, which had previously been used by the agency with
success, presented a home of unusually wholesome atmosphere and was
considered to be an exceptionally good home for boys who were in need
of country life and wise training. The home was situated on the out-
skirts of town, surrounded by woods, and in a good coxmtry neighbor-
hood. There were usually three or four agency boys in the home and
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they all slept together in a large room. The foster family was com-
posed of the mother, a middle-aged woman, and three children, a boy
and two girls, all of whom were somevdiat older than the boy. The
foster mother was a very wholesome, pleasing person, devoted to her
children. She was intelligent, straight-forward in manner, and
motherly; also, was considered very capable and understanding and had
been quite successful in care of boys. She took a strong interest in
each boy and usually disciplined a boy by talking things over with
him. She had certain standards she expected each boy to live up to
and attempted to make them live up through their loyalty to her, which
was usually strong. The foster brother, age twenty, more or less
assumed the father role of the family and was said to have been manly,
level-headed and a good companion for the boys. The two girls, ages
nineteen and fifteen, were normal, well-trained girls who shared
equally in the work of the home. The family attended church regularly
and church seemed to mean quite a bit to boys placed there.
Upon leaving his father, Harry was not particularly disturbed and
looked fonvard to the new experience with pleasure. The boy’s
visitor talked with him regarding his father, attempting to give him
some insight into his father’s peculiarities.
Ai^er two months in the foster home, it was reported that Harry
seemed to fit into the routine of the home quite easily. He was
accepted by the other agency boys in the home and by the foster
family and seemed to be leading a normal, active life. He seldom
spoke of the ideas, which he had acquired from his father, and was
more interested in everyday life. The foster mother was v'^ry pleased
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with the boy because of his willingness to learn and the appreciation
he showed at being given an opportunity to lead a more normal life.
For the first year Harry was in the home, he continued to do very
well. His behavior was on the whole quite good. A fevr minor difficult
ies, from time to time, were handled by the foster mother. He entered
into the group activity with the boys in the neighborhood and got
along very well with them. He spent a great deal of time in the woods
and was interested in hunting and camping. In school, Harry did only
fair work, seeming to assume a rather indifferent attitude. This was
thought to result from periods of depression when the boy worried
about his father and about his own feelings of being alone in the
world without a family. During these periods of depression, Harry’s
visitor talked with him in an attempt to give him a feeling of security
to build up in him a feeling that life was worth living, eind that he
could be happy despite his situation. These talks seemed to encourage
him temporarily, but the effect was not lasting. The boy was very fond
of the foster mother, showed considerable affection toward her, and
seemed to accept the foster home as his own.
After Harry had been in the home a little over a year, one of the
other boys in the home made a sexual attack on him and this disturbed
the boy a great deal. The visitor talked the situation over with the
boy, attempting to remove any feelings of guilt and the boy appeared
greatly relieved. However, in a few days, he ran away and was gone
three nights, having apparently no other reason than his being upset
over the recent happenings. He was located and returned to the foster
home and appeared very glad to return, as he had had a pretty rough
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title during his escapade. Immediately, he set out to redeem him-
self by studying harder in school and taking more interest in hiift-
self and life in general.
For a period of about six months, Harry continued to show im-
provement. He seemed to be happier, more alert and stable, and
made every effort to succeed in the foster home. His periods of
depression were much less frequent than before. Then, suddenly,
apparently out of a clear sky, he ran away again, this time stealing
some money from the foster mother. Vfhen located, the boy reported
he left the home because he felt no one v/eis interested in him, he
had no family and no one to csire for him, so he could see no reason
to keep trying to do his best. A friend of his asked him to run
away with him so he did. During this runaway, the two boys stole
bicycles and some other sirticles and were picked up by the police.
Harry was returned to the care of the agency until investigation
of the case was made by the court and, to date, there has been no
decision. Because the foster mother’s attitude toward the boy for
stealing from her would only increase his guilty feelings and dis-
couragement, he was removed from this home and placed temporarily in
the R. foster home (See Case II ) in Boston. It was decided that
Harry should be seen at the Judge Baker Child Guidance Center for
advice for fut\ire plans and for information for a summary to be
prepared for the court.
Harry has been seen by a psychiatrist at the clinic and, although
there have been only two interviev/s, the boy talked sufficiently to
give a clear picture of the situation. The following report appears
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in the agency record:
Dr. — analysis of the situation is that apparontlj'-
the boy’s difficulties go back to childhood. Boy
remembers quite vividly his mother and father before
the birth of his sister, recalls hov/ happy and con-
tented life was during these years. Then remembers
very clearly his feelings at the time his sister was
bom. Ee had no warning of this and when she was
brought home, he remembers his antagonism toward her
and his suggestion that his mother take her back
where she came from. At this time, he remembers
feeling discouraged, that life was not worth living,
and he very definitely felt a strong rejection be-
cause of the birth of his sister. When his brother
was bora, he was not affected particularly. Remembers
his mother very v/ell, still has a strong affection
for her and her death v;b.s a real blow to him. Eas
always been quite antagonistic toward his sister, even
as a young child, and dreamed of thins happening to
her to get her out of the way. Most of the experiences
he has had since then fit into this pattern of reject-
ion. Foster home placement fitted into this pattern
in that he felt he w-as being rejected by his father.
Throughout his life, when things have happened to the
boy, he has reacted in one of two ways : either
through periods of depression and discouragement, or
through striking out through poor behavior and de-
linquency. Dr, — is anxious to continue treatment
with the boy. Ee feels that, because of the boy’s
pattern of manic depressive mood changes, the future
is not too sture. Recommends placements in a good
foster home near Boston where treatment can be con-
tinued.
The case record indicates that when Harry was first known to the
agency he appeared to have a normal personality, undeveloped because
of his unhealthy home environment and that, by placing him in a good
foster home situation, he would be able to overcome his mental con-
flicts. The foster home apparently was selected on the basis of
success the foster mother had had with problem boys of adolescent
age for several years. For a period of over a year, Harry seems
to have made a good adjustment to the foster home and became quite
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attached to the foster mother. Following an unfortunate experience
with another boy in the home, Earry ran away, but was returned, and
for about six months was successful in his efforts to re-establish
himself. Then, seemingly for no reason, he ran away again. Accord-
ing to the psychiatrist at the Judge Baker Guidance Center, the boy*
failure to adjust was due to the fact that the foster home placement
only fitted into the patteni of unhappiness and rejection he had
formulated since childhood. As these feelings developed over a
period of several years, the boy was unable to find security or
emotional satisfaction in the foster home and was in need of psycho-
theraputio treatment to help him understand and work out his prob-
lems. One wonders if the boy had been placed temporarily for a
period of study and obsei*vation prior to permanent placement if the
need for replacement could not have been avoiced.
It has been pointed out that the boy* s failure to adjust in the
foster home was much the result of his deep emotional problems,
but there were also weaknesses in the foster home which were, no
doubt, contributing factors to Harry's failure. The home lacked
the masculine influence of a foster father, which was important in
Harry’s case as his own father’s behavior was very abnormal for
many years. The young man in the foster family was hardly old
enough to provide this influence. The foster mother was dependent
upon the return received from keeping agency boys as a means of
support and could have been, possibly, too easy in her treatment
policies, although there is nothing to indicate she ever had been.
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Although the foster mother had had much experience and success in
the treatment of adolescent boys, Harry’s problems were much too
deep-seated for a person untrained in observation and knowledge of
theraputic treatment to cope vdth.
At present, Harry’s possibilities of adjustment rest with his
response to psychiatric treatment. He was placed in a good foster
home on recommendation of the psychiatrist and has so far made a
good adjustment. Because of the boy’s patteni of behavior, the
enQJhasis is being placed on his response to the theraputic treatment
and it is hoped that, through the understanding of his difficulties,
he will make an adjustment to the foster home. The home offers a
very pleasant, wholesome feonily life and has been successful in
handling adolescent boys. The foster mother is of a friendly,
motherly type who has an xanderstanding and genuine liking of boys.
The foster father plays an important role in the home, imderstands
boys’ problems, and is a pal as well as a father to the boys in the
home. Recreational opportunities with boats, a car, swimming, and
athletic equipment are provided for in the home.
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CASE IV
A children’s protective agency applied for placement for Roy,
aged thirteen. The boy’ s parents lived together for several years
but were never married. There was one other child by this tinion,
a girl two years younger than the boy. The parents separated and
the father married. Roy had been living with a paternal aunt xmtil
about a year before referral, when he came to live with his father
and step-mother. A short time after the boy arrived, the step-mother
learned the boy was illegitimate. She became very upset and began
taking her feelings out on the boy by making his life quite vmbear-
able. The step-mother refused to keep the boy and placement was
necessary. The father, a World War veteran, had been referred to
the Veterans’ Btureau for psychiatric treatment.
Behavior: Roy was never a problem until trouble
bebween him and his step-mother developed.
At that time, he set two fires but was never
brought into court. He began to show temper
tantnmis, bullying of small children, and
some nervousness and disobedience.
Family History: Nothing is known of the paternal
^cestry." Father was one of largo family
and other siblings were said to have been
quite successful. Father’s childhood normal
and uneventful and he was reported to have
been no different from other children in the
family. After returning from the World T/ar,
he was employed for several years with the
same company. He was forced to retire because
of diabetic arthritis etnd was in a government
hospital for five months. He worried a great
deal about his physical condition and had
considerable guilty feelings regarding his
two illegitimate children. When he was released
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from the hospital, he -was referred to a
goveniment psychiatric hospital for treat-
ment and was declared insane.
The matemal side of the family was
negative for nervous and mental disease in
so far as known. The mother came from a
respectable, well-to-do family. She was
married and divorced j then lived several
years with the father, giving birth to two
children. After she separated from the
father, she moved to another state. Occasion
ally she wrote and showed some interest in
the boy but made no effort to tedce him with
her. Very little was known regarding the
step-mother except the fact that she had two
children by the father and got along fairly
well with Roy until she learned his father
had never married the boy' s mother.
Siblings; Roy was the older of two children.
His own sister, aged eleven, lives with
maternal grandmother. Two half- siblings,
a boy, aged four, and boy, aged three,
are with the step-mother.
Home Life; After father and mother separated,
Roy lived with the father a short time and
then was placed with a maternal aunt, the
father paying the boy’s board. When the
father went to the hospital, because of
arthritis, he could no longer pay board for
the boy and he came to live with the step-
mother.
Feonily occupied part of a two-family
house in a fairly good neighborhood. The
home was not very well-kept as the step-
mother was not a good manager. Family
supported from funds received from father’s
insurance policy and a monthly veteran’s
relief. Family were Catholic.
Family Attitudes; Little information was known
regarding the relationship between the boy
and his own parents. The father was said
to have seemed fond of the boy, was good to
him, and permitted him to do as he pleased.
The mother had shown very little interest.
Occasionally, she wrote to Roy. The step-
mother apparently accepted the boy until
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she learned of his illegitimacy, ^he siblings
had little influence in the situation except
that the two half- siblings were accepted in the
family and Roy was not. The boy defended his
own mother, appeared to have no resentment of
the fact that she displayed no interest in him
and somewhat excused her behavior in leaving
the family. He claimed the father was always
good to him, but seemed to have no strong
loyalty to him. Made no mention of sister or
feelings regarding half- siblings. Felt step-
mother had always resented his presence end
treated him badly. Roy did not know of his
illegitimacy.
Personal History’’; Roy was born in the United States
in 19^-. Northing was known of his birth and
early development. His early childhood was
normal according to informants and he had no
\musual habits. His physical condition was only
fair and he was about ten pounds vmderweight.
Although there were no physical difficulties
discovered, there was a question of hilum
tuberculosis.
Personality and Interests: Roy appeared to be rather
pleasant and of seemingly average intelligence.
A rather \intrained boy, typically insecure, who
seemed to show*^ promise of responding well to
treatment. He was inclined to have temper tan-
tnims, bullied smaller boys, was not Yery inter-
ested in normal sports or activities and, i^dien
he did peirticipate, he was a poor loser. He
stated that he was interested in living in the
country and wanted to be with other children
with whom he could be companionable.
Psychological Impression: The boy had never been tested
for an I. Q. Wt appeared to be of fair average
intelligence.
Although Roy was never known to have shown any such problems,
until after the trouble developed between him and his step-mother,
he has had a background of emotional experiences dating back to
childhood. Until he was five years old, he lived with his mother,
father, and sister. Although they moved around considerably, he
had the security of the family group. When he was five, his mother
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and father separated and he has not seen his mother since that time.
The sister was placed with relatives and Roy lived with his father.
For several years the boy was moved about from home to home, having
apparently no feeling of security or of being wanted. He was finally
placed with an aunt and the father paid his board. EJvidently, he
was never made to feel much at home, because no mention has ever
been made regarding his stay with her and, when Roy’s father was
vmable to pay board, the atint refused to keep the boy. With the
step-mother, Roy again was unable to establish any sense of security
or recognition in a home situation.
Such was the situation when the children’ s agency accepted Roy
for placement with the objective;
Through foster home placement to give a neglected
boy security and develop good characteristics
which he seems to possess.
In order that Roy might be given a thorough physical examination, he
was placed in a temporary home in Boston. It was found he had no
physical difficulties, but was ten poionds underweight. There was a
question of hil\im tuberculosis but, after several tests, no such
diagnosis could be made. Because of the boy’s xmdemourished con-
dition, it was recommended he be given plenty of good food emd rest.
Concluding the necessary physical check-up, Roy was placed in
the home of Mrs. M. (See Case III) because of the wholesome atmosphere
provided by the hone and as the foster mother had had unusual success
with problem boys.
Roy had some difficulty in adjusting to the foster home the
first week or two but, after a talk with the foster mother, he
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settled down and adjusted readily. By the end of his first year in
the home, he showed a great deal of improvement in every way. In
health, he grew, put on weight, and was eating and sleeping well.
In school, he was in the eighth grade, his marks were satisfactory,
and he was not a behavior problem. In the foster home, he fitted
into the family very well, got along with all members of the family
and the other agency boys in the home. He was accepted by the
neighborhood children and was made one of their group. The foster
mother thou^t he was one of the finest boys she had ever had, Roy
stated that he felt happier than he ever had been and seemed to think
of himself as one of the IkH, family. In the community, he became in-
terested in various affairs, made many good friends, and took part
in sport activities. From time to time, he worried about his
family situation, but kept his feelings pretty well to himself,
Roy’ 6 visitor felt he had made a very good adjustment and should
remain indefinitely in the foster home unless something happened
to upset him. He had shovm the abilities of a worthwhile person
and was living up to his abilities,
Roy’s adjustment his second year in the foster home pretty
much parallelled that of the first. He had his up’s and down’s in
behavior. His chief trouble was his temper and bullying of younger
boys. From time to time, his visitor and the foster mother talked
to him regarding his conduct smd he made an honest effort to over-
come these problems. In school, he had been doing very good work.
In the foster home, he had become more and more attached to the
foster mother and accepted the home as his own. However, he con-
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tinued to vrorxy a good deal about his family, wondering "vriiy they
paid no attention to him.
One day, after four months of the second year had passed,
Roy ran away from the foster home for seemingly no reason, going
to his grandmother’s home. When located, he requested to stay
with his relatives for two weeks and was allowed to do so. TVhile
the boy was away from the foster home, it was learned from other
boys that Roy had been stealing for sometime emd, the night before
he left, was involved in some sex difficulty, forcing another
yoxmger boy to permit him to practice fellatio. Roy had evidently
been very sly in this behavior to excape the foster mother because
she usually \mderstood what boys were doing.
Yifhen Roy returned from the visit to relatives, it was im-
possible to return him to the foster home, and the agency felt he
should be seen at the Judge Baker Child Guidance Center. After a
day or two in a temporary home, he was placed in the agency's Study
Home for observation and was to be seen by a psychiatrist.
Roy was at the S-^udy Home for two months. During his stay
there, he was said to have made no change, either in the form of
improvement or regression. He showed no interest in discussing
his problems, giving the impression he was happy to remain as he
was. He seemed to enjoy the contacts in the home but made no
obvious attachments. He got along very well with the other boys
at the Home and took some part in leadership when it seemed to
benefit him. In school, he did fairly well and seemed to enjoy it.
At the guidance clinic, the following report was made:
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This boy clings stubbornly to the idea that his
own parents and relatives are good to him,
apparently using this as a cover for his real
feelings about their attitudes, and this has made
it impossible for him to develop any deep attach-
ment to anyone else with whom he comes in contact.
Through his feelings of insecurity and being un-
wanted, he has developed almost a paranoid attitude
in some respects. He has felt terrifically in-
secure in his relationship with other boys, has
felt that the boys in the foster home in which he
lived talked about him. His delinquency can be
explained, perhaps in part, as an expression of
his anxieties and endeavor to make himself feel
different. He has shown his protest by poor be-
havior and then become frightened. This boy must
be helped to face his anxieties or he ivill become
an extremely unhappy individual. Treatment will
probably need to be carried on over a long period
of time.
After tvo months at the Study Home, Roy was placed in the A.
foster home on the outskirts of a Boston suburb. The A. hone had
never been used by the agency and Roy was the first boy to be placed
there. The home is situated on the edge of a state reservation and
is surrounded by woods and small ponds. It presents an ideal location
for a boy who enjoys outdoor life. The foster family consists of the
foster father and mother, who are middle-aged people, and their son,
aged fifteen. The family has three other children, grown and away
from home. The foster mother is very friendly, jolly, sympathetic,
and motherly and is said to have an excellent understanding of boys.
The foster father is very kindly and jovial, and has had considerable
experience with boys. The home provides a healthy, wholesome atmo-
sphere in which a boy may grow.
Roy has been in the home for a period of nearly five months
and is said to have made an ideal adjustment. He appears very happy
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and contented, enjoys school, has made many friends and gets along
very well vdth the foster brother and euaother agency boy in the
home. He has made quite a surprising attachment to the home and to
the foster parents.
Roy has never been able to make a deep attachment to anyone
because of the conflict regarding his treatment by his own parents
and relatives. Because he was moved from home to home in his
childhood, he developed strong feelings of insecurity and being
unwanted. The case of Roy seems to be quite similar to that of Ton
and Heirry in that, in the three cases, the parent’s mental disability
has seemingly not been a direct factor in creating their problems,
but has only been one of many unfortixnate happenings that has fitted
into their life’s picture of insecurity and instability developed
from early childhood experiences. T/Vhether there has been one part-
icular incident in Roy’s life to coincide with that of Harry is
not known but, as it appears in the case record, Roy has never been
able to make an attachment to anyone.
One wonders why Roy suddenly failed in the M. foster home,
after he had apparently made a good adjustment for a period of over
two years. The foster home did present a few weaknesses as pointed
out in the discussion of Hariry’s adjustment in the same home but
Roy’s failure was apparently a result of his inability to face his
anxieties regarding his family sind position in life rather than due
to weaknesses of the foster home. The average foster mother is not
trained to observe or treat the psychological factors involved in
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deep-seated emotional problems which often are a result of childhood
experiences as in the case of Roy or Harry. Foster home placement
removes a boy from an unpleasant or abnormal social situation and
provides a new environment, but the boy still carries with him his
habits, ways of thinking, and ways of doing things that he acquired
from early experiences. If these attitudes are so deep-seated that
the influence of a new environment is unable to absorb the problems,
the boy is in need of psychotherapeutic treatment. In discussing
the use of therapy, Plant^ says;
Introversion and extroversion present two dis-
tinguishable pictures to the clinician but are
really simply different degrees of facility of
expression of the interests and drives of the
individual. The blocking of this facility nay
arise from inherited factors, from acquired
bodily conditions producing those same environ-
mental factors making expression unpleasant, or
from any combination of these situations. 'While
the resulting clinical pictures seem to be in-
distinguishable, therapeutic efforts are apparentljr
successful in proportion to the extent to which
the picture has been produced by environmental
factors of blocking. The therapy is addressed
to a removal of those factors.
Througji the use of intensive psychiatric treatment, Roy was
helped to face his anxieties and given an insight into his problems.
Since treatment, he has been making an excellent adjustment in a
new foster home. He is happy and contented, enjoys school, and has
made a great many friends. The foster parents have done a great deal
1 Plant, J. S.|, Personality and The Cultural Pattern,
New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1937, p. 114
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in helping the boy to make the adjustment because of their under-
standing of boys* problems and the happy, wholesome atmosphere
offered by their home. The community offers a great many oppor-
tunities as there are a large number of boys and girls of Roy’s
age.

CASE Y
John, aged thirteen, behavior problem, was referred by a
State Habit Clinic to the children's agency in 193- for placement.
The parents were divorced and the father, a World War veteran, was
in a government mental hospital. Mother and four children were
living in a small town outside Boston. Vi/hen the boy was between
the eiges of throe and six, he had had homo-sexual relations with
his father. Soon after this was discovered, the parents wore di-
vorced and there had been no indication of anything of that sort
in the boy's behavior since. John was referred to the Habit Clinic
by the school because of his behavior and the clinic had been work-
ing with him for a period of nine months. Some improvement in be-
havior was shown but the mother was unable to control the boy in
the home and the clinic felt it advisable that he have intensive
treatment, which it was not possible to give him in his own home.
As a Boston child guidance hsui agreed to take John for treatment,
application for placement was made.
Behavior: Boy referred by school to clinic for
poor school adjustment, disobedience, steal-
ing and truancy. At home he was disobedient,
did much lying and stealing, and nail biting.
Was reported to have considerable sex diffi-
culty.
Family History; On the paternal side the grand-
mother was known to the police as being imf
moral. Father was born in the United States
in 189- . Nothing was known of his early de-
velopment. As a small boy, he was under
state care as a neglected child. Later he

was in a state training school for several
years. He did not complete grammar school.
Was said to have never been in good health
and had a very bad temper. He worked about
at various odd jobs during the early part
of his life, then later became a steeple-
jack and was away from home most of the
time. He was said to have been a good talker
and had an attractive personality. Hstd a
record as a sex pervert and in 193-, two
years before the boy was referred he was
diagnosed by the Veterans’ Bureau as a psycho-
neurotic.
On the maternal side, there was no
history of mental or nervous disease but
the family were described as being a nervous
type. The mother was born in the United
States and is French-Canadian. Finished
the eighth grade in school and worked as
a dressmaker until her marriage. Married
father against advice of her parents as
they felt he was inferior to her. She
had always been in good health but had
developed a nervous temperament •jdien the
boy became such a problem. Appeared to
be fairly intelligent and capable. Was
very religious.
Siblings; John was the oldest of four children.
Jolm, aged thirteen; sister, aged nine;
sister, aged seven; and brother, aged foxir.
All lived at home with the mother.
Home Life; About the age of six or seven at the
time 'his parents separated, the boy was
placed in a French orphanage for two years.
The family, consisting of the mother and
foxir children, lived in a four-room tenement
on the first floor of a six-family tenement
house located in a poor nei^borhood. The
mother received sixty dollars a month from
the Mothers’ Aid which was the only income.
Both English and French were spoken in the
home. Family was Catholic.
Home life was never vory happy as the
mother married the father against the wishes
of her family and was never allowed to forget
this fact. Father had never earned enough
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to support himself before marriage and
always had difficulty keeping jobs. Family
moved about a great deal.
Family Attitudes; The mother regretted her
marriage very much and had identified the
boy somewhat with the father. She apparently
felt quite guilty about the father's abuse of
the boy smd became over-solicitous to him.
Mother appeared to have no favorites among
the children but was more lenient with John
than the others. There was some jealousy
and conflict on the part of the boy toward
the sister next to him in age because the
paternal relatives made a great deal of her
and because of earlier sex experience with
her shortly after the father loft the home.
Boy attempted to dominate the other children.
He was over-attached emd dependent on the
mother, had a great deal of fear and dis-
like of his father, yet was somewhat ambi-
valent toward him.
Personal History: John was born in the United
States in 192- . Birth and development were
normal. At the age of five, he was struck
by an auto and another time fell down a
flight of stairs. On each occasion, stitches
were taken over both eyes. At the age of
twelve, he was very ill with pne\amonia. He
had worn glasses since starting to school.
He had ahrays had nervous habits, thumb-
sucking until he was nearly a year old,
severe nail-biting all his life, and some
masturbation.
The boy's physical condition was fsdr.
He was short in stature but had normal nu-
trition. Had very defective vision due to
nyopia which could not be corrected by glasses.
John began kindergarten at the age of
five, first grade at six. He had no interest
in school, annoyed the other children, and
was repeating the sixth grade.
Personality and Interests: John was of a friendly,
talicative nature, always looking for recognition.
Was restless and had a great deal of energy.
When playing with other boys, he always ^ranted
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to be leader and boss. At home, he was very
quick-tempered, generous and affectionate
with his mother, and cried and laughed easily.
Always had an excuse for everything. He en-
joyed reading sind the movies, especially if
they were exciting.
Psychological Impression and Psychiatric Treatment:
Boy had an I, Q. of 97 when tested by the
referring agency and was considered a fair,
average intelligence. Habit Clinic had
worked with the boy over a period of nine
months in effort to help him with his prob-
lems.
John's entire life has been made up of a series of unfortunate
experiences, which have led to his failure to make a normal adjust-
ment to his surroundings. According to information given by the
Habit Clinic, who worked with John over a period of nine months,
his conflicts date back to his premature and perverted sexual
stimilation with his father, coupled with severe and unreasonable
punishments by his mother. His family was broken and he had no
opportunity for a normal home life and training. His mother was not
aware of the boy* s needs and problems and he had no one to whom to
go for help. Apparently, the mother had considerable guilty feel-
ings regarding the boy and his father and had become over-solicitous
to the boy to compensate for this. While she consciously attempted
to give him affection and attention, it appeeurs she unconsciously
rejected him as she identified him with his father.
The Judge Baker Child Guideuice Center, which saw John on two
or three occasions before he was placed, made this recommendation:
There is a need for psychiatric treatment to let
this boy talk out his problems. He should attend
sight-saving class euid be tutored for arithmetic
disability. He has need of a foster home where
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he could see good family relationships, es-
pecially in a home where there is a type of man
he might pattern after.
The children’ s agency accepted John for placement to:
Place this boy in a foster home at the request
of the Habit Clinic where he may receive in-
tensive treatment from the Judge Baker Guidance
Center. Perhaps, after two months, a permanent
plan may be considered.
For the first two months of John's stay with the agency, he
was in two different temporary foster homos while the agency
attempted to locate a suitable home for a boy presenting such
behavior difficulties, and near enough to Boston so that p 87rcho-
thorapy might be continued at the Judge Baker Guidance Center.
In the first temporary home, the foster mother became so irritated
with John, because of his attention-seeking devices, it was
necessary to move him. During temporary placement, the boy was
attending a sight-saving class and was being tutored in arithmetic.
After two months, John was placed in the C. home, located in
a rural community near Boston. The home offered good physical
surrou! dings and was convenient from the standpoint of the boy
continuing treatment at the Guidance Clinic, Mr, and Mrs, C. had
no children of their own but were interested in taking a boy.
The foster mother was said to have a very strong, all-inclusive
mother instinct, which she gratified by having children in the
home. She was kind-hearted, intelligent, and fond of children
but, because of the appreciation, she expected a boy to show, she
was not always wise in handling them. The foster father was de-
scribed as being honest, a man of good ststndards, easy-going in
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nature, fond of children, but often quick-tempered.
John was in the C. home for four months. During this time, the
foster mother gave him excellent csu*e and handled his many idio-
syncrasies very well. However, the boy was not able to get along
with other children in the community and was continually in trouble.
The psychiatrist, who was seeing John, felt he needed the association
of a group environment with boys he could not abuse, and because he
had too much attention and affection by himself in the foster home.
Most of John’s feeling and fesirs of g\iilt had been evaluated in his
talks with the psychiatrist and he needed a group environment in
which to test himself. The agency replaced the boy because:
It was felt by the psychiatrist that John was
being used too much for emotional satisfaction
by the foster mother, that his infantile ways
were being encouraged, and that the foster
mother was being \incooperative in her relations
with the agency and with the child guidance
clinic.
In view of this recommendation, and because of the boy's need
for group life and group activity, he was placed at Longview Farm
(See Case I). Here, too, he would be given the advantage of having
the supervision of a trained person with whom to work out his prob-
lems of strong homo-sexual tendencies and his craving for attention.
John's first year at Longview was quite eventful. He arrived
with an infinite belief in his mature wisdom, not the slightest
comprehension of group discipline, and a determination to dom nate.
He was soon put in his place by the boys at the Farm and, after
some exhibition! Stic attempts and throe runaways, he began to show
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progress in that he found it was necessary to consider the group
in order to be recognized. In school, he did fair work after
first testing the authority of the teacher. In the work program,
he did his work well as long as he was watched. Mr. Blades worked
with the boy on his problems, pointing out to him i^y he had such
difficulties and helping him plan to work out those problems. By
the end of the year, John’s hyperactivity decreased somewhat and
he was less of a show-off. He was allowed to go home on several
occasions to see how he would adjust to the home but he continued
to have temper spells, abused his sister and brother and continued
to dominate his mother.
By the end of John’ s second year at Longview, it was felt that
most of his difficulties had been pretty well straightened out and
he v;as able to resume life at home. He displayed none of the
previous tension and hyperactivity, showed no evidence of homo-
sexual interest and lir. Blades felt his emotional attitude toward
his parents had become quite normal. During the period he was
away, his mother had been seen by a psychiatrist and social worker
at the Judge Baker Guidance Center and had a better understanding
of the boy's problems.
John has been in his own home for nearly a year and a half.
"When he first returned, he was somewhat of a problem to his mother,
rebelled at her discipline, was verjr dictatorial to her and the
other children in the home. After disagreements, he often returned
to Longviev/^ to talk things over with Mr. Blades or came to the
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eigency office to see his visitor. Ee attempted school on one or
two occasions but did not seem interested, quit at sixteen, and
has worked at various odd jobs. Gradually, the periods of dis-
agreement between John and his mother lessened and he assumed a
more mature attitude toward his role in the home. The visitor has
attempted to help John realize he will always be limited in
occupations because of his poor vision and has gradually been with-
drawing from the family situation and helping the boy. Although
John still has some unstable characteristics, his delinquent be-
havior has been curbed and he is now apparently making a fairly
good adjustment in his own home.
Yfhen John was accepted by the agency, foster home placement
was recommended by the clinic v/here the boy vms receiving psychiatric
treatment. He was temporarily placed until a suitable foster home
could be found for him, John failed to make an adjustment to the
foster home and, after four months, was removed. The question
arises as to the need for the replacement. The description of the
C. home, found in the record, indicates the home did not prove
adequate in meeting the boy’ s needs but tended to allow him to re-
main on the same level of behavior as he had been in in his own
home. The foster family had no children of their own and the foster
mother was said to have strong mother- instinct, which she gratified
by taking children into the home. The foster father was a friendly
sort, who would appeal to a boy, but, because of his nature, was
not very forceful and was inclined to be dominated by the foster
mother. Because of John’s unfortvinate experiences with his own
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father, he was in need of a type of foster father he could pattern
after. Itr. C. did not neet these requirements. As John v/as the
only child in the home, he did not have the associations heneeded
with other boys and was the center of attention and affection. The
psychiatrist, working with John, stated that the boy was being used
too much for emotional satisfaction by the foster mother, that his
infsuitile ways were being encouraged, and that, as most of the boy’s
feelings and fears of guilt had been evaluated to him, he had need
of a controlled group environment in which to test himself.
Although the C. foster home failed to meet John’s needs, his
response to any foster home placement is doubtful because of his
particular personality problems. With his strong homo- sexual
tendencies and his utter lack of sincerity or inherent sense of his
capacity to deal v/ith life, John was in need of the type of treat-
ment to be foTond in a controlled group environment, where he could
receive constant supervision under someone trained to point out and
help him understand his difficulties.
Longview Farm provided the type of treatment John required to
meet his problems. Through the controlled group life and activity
at the Farm, the boy found it was necessary to consider the group
in order to be recognized and, by the end of his stay, had made a
fair adjustment and had learned his place and duty in the group.
Vfliile the boy was learning through his group associations, he was
at the same time vinder the supervision of the Director of the Farm
who aided him with his problems, pointing out to him why he had such
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difficulties and helping him work out a plan to conquer these prob-
lems. After two years, John was able to return to his own home and
made a fairly good adjustment.
In this case, the father’s neurotic behavior appears to have
been a direct factor in creating the boy’s problems, as it was
following the xmfortunate experience with the father that the home
life changed for the vforse and the boy’s mental conflicts developed.
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CASE VI
In 193-
,
a worker from a government agency made a request to
the children's agency for emergency placement for a boy aged four-
teen. The boy' s mother, who had been receiving an allowance from
the Veterans' Relief, was mentally unbalanced and was being com-
mitted to a state hospital by the city within a few days. The re-
ferring agency had known the family over a period of yesirs since
the death of the father in a naval hospital.
Behavior; Dick was on probation for breaking
and' entering and for larceny. Had been
setting some fires in the neighborhood,
truanted some from school, and had irun
away and bunked out from his home on
several occasions. He was not able to
get along with other boys his own age,
had no friends stnd was generally dis-
liked by other children.
Family History: Nothing was known of the
paternal ancestry. The father died at
the age of sixty-three of Hodgkins Dis-
ease at a naval hospital. He had an
honorable discharge from the navy and
was reported to have a good record as
a v/’orker. Paternal relatives did not
approve of father's marriage as they
felt the mother vf&s inferior.
A maternal uncle had been in a
state hospital around twenty-five years.
Maternal grandmother died when mother
was two years old, cause vmknown.
Matemal grandfather, a skilled workman,
was burned to death. Mother bom in the
United States of French-Portuguese
descent. Nothing is known of her childf
hood. She was very upset by death of
maternal grandfather as she was very
much attached to him.
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Spent the following two years in a
convent. Four years later, she had
an illegitiriate child. At the time
she was under the care of an agency
for destitute mothers who report her
as being a peculiar girl, hot-tempered
and unable to take correction. Her
behavior was erratic and she was not
considered dependable. Upon the death
of her child two years later, she vfas
unconsolable and said she had nothing
to live for. Agencies who had contact-
ed her after her marriage report that
she was very temperamental, a poor
manager and housekeeper, and very de-
manding. She was sent to a state hospital
for an observation when the boy was about
twelve years old, and committment was ad-
vised because of her paranoid condition
but she was removed by a maternal aunt.
She was committed permanently three days
after the boy was referred for placement.
Siblings
:
Dick was the oldest of three child-
ren, The boy, aged fourteen; a girl,
aged twelve; and a girl, aged eleven.
The three children lived v/ith the mother
and all were taken by the agency for
placement.
Home Life: The father died vhen the boy was
five and the family was made up of the
mother, boy, sjad two girls. The mother
was a home-maker. The home consisted of
four rooms and bath on the first floor
of a large tenement house in a poor
district of Boston, The rooms were poorly
furnished, upset, and dirty. There was
little food in the house. Children were
left to come and go as they pleased and
had been kept home from school by the
mother because of inadequate clothing.
Mother received sixty-five dollars a month
from the Veterans' Relief fund. Children
were Protestant.
Family Attitudes: The boy was reported to have
Veen a favorite of the mother, he spent
much of his tine in the home helping her
and was very much attached and dependent on
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her. He did not remember a great deal
about his father but expressed some ad-
miration for the father’s naval record.
There vras some affection between the
children, yet a great deal of rivalry
as there was a desire of each to feel
they were the most important in the
family group.
Personal History; Dick was bom in the United
States in 1^2-. In so far as it is known
his birth and development were normal.
There was no history of severe illnesses
or nervous habits.
The boy’ s physical condition and
health were good. He was fairly well-
developed but about three inches shorter
than normal in height, appeared to be
rather delicate and of sensitive nature.
Dick’ s school performance had been very
erratic. He did poor work in most sub-
jects. Had never been a behavior problem.
Personality and Interests: The boy was verj’-
quiet sold' serious
,
of^ extremely sensitive
nature and became disturbed easily by
criticism. Appeared very frank and in-
hibited. Was not of a gregarious type,
enjoyed being alone, and had no compan-
ions his own age but played with child-
ren much younger. Other boys disliked
Dick because he was always looking for
things to criticize them about. He was
interested in sports but had never
participated a great deal. Enjoyed
mechanical work.
Psychological Impressions: The boy had never
"been given an intelligence test but
appeared to be of average intelligence.
From the record, it appears Dick has a backgrotind of poor
heredity and that he was raised in a quite abnormal home environ-
ment due to his mother’s erratic behavior. Vihen the boy was only
five, his father died and he has never had the advantage of a
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maculine influence. It appears that the mother may have more or
less identified the boy in the father situation as mother and son
were very much attached and dependent upon one smother. The boy
spent much of his time in the home with the mother rather than
being out playing with other boys. He seemed to resent the presence
of his sisters and there was much rivalry between them. The home
situation became more upset as the mother’ s psychotic symptoms de-
veloped and, for a two year period prior to the boy’s referral, the
mother apparently was in a very abnormal state of mind. It was
during this time that Dick first began to show delinquent behavior.
The agency accepted Dick and his two sisters with the object-
ive:
Placement of children in a foster home where
these children may have supervision and care
during mother’s stay at the State Hospital.
Children to be placed during s\nnmer pending
report and diagnosis of mother,
Dick, who was very reluctant to leave his mother, was first
placed in a temporary foster home tintil a camp could be located to
which ho could go for the simmer. During these few days, he
wandered off frequently, going to see a maternal aunt or back to
his former neighborhood. He was soon sent to a summer camp near
Boston but remained only three days and reui away to his aunt.
At can^), the director took a personal interest in Dick and tried
unsuccessfully to induce him into camp activities with other boys.
The boy resisted all friendly advances and wanted only to talk
about his mother sind when she would be released from the hospital.
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Dick remained with his aunt a short time but, as she was not able
to keep him permanently, he was placed with his sisters in the
la/l foster home several miles from Boston,
The MM hone was located in an excellent neighborhood which was
distinctly rural, being two miles from a town. It was thought that,
by placing the boy in the covintry, he would not run away as ho had
before. The foster mother was said to be a kindly, experienced,
understanding womsua; quite congenial and vdth good standards. Her
husband was dead, but there was a son, aged twenty- five, in the
home. He appeared to be a rather dull individual and not much of
ein example for older children.
Dick was in the MM home for three months and ran away three
times. The foster mother showed patience in handling the boy’s
runaways but very little understanding in the treatment of him.
She finally became quite emotionally upset over the boy’s behavior,
vacillating in her attitude toward accepting him back into the home
after his wandering. Dick attempted to form some identification
with the foster brother but was unsuccessful because the foster
brother was not responsive. After each nmaway, the boy would
settle down for a while, take an interest in school and life in
general. Dtiring these periods of interest, he would talk less about
his mother and finally began to realize that his mother’s behavior
was abnormal and that they probably wanted him to remain in the
foster home. Dick’s interest would carry him for only a short time
and when he ran away the third time the agency felt it was best to
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remove him because of the attitudes the foster mother was adopting.
As there was no suitable home open for Dick, he was placed
temporarily in the H. home in Boston which had been used by the
agency for court detention cases. The foster mother was an attract-
ive, wholesome woman who had a great interest in boys and a good
understanding of their problems. It was hoped that the boy might
make some attachment to the foster mother or, at least, remain
there until a suitable home could be located for him. During the
month that Dick was with Mrs. H., he was moody, disgruntled, showed
some sensitiveness to criticism, objected to other boys placed in
the home, and continually criticized everything about them. He re-
fused to enter into games and preferred to talk with the foster
mother about his own mother. He visited his mother at the hospital
on several occasions. One night, following a rebtdce by the foster
mother, he ran away and was not picked up until several days later.
Upon being found, he was placed in the Me. home.
The Me. home, a simple home, located in a small community was
used primarily because there was no other home available into which
the boy might go. The foster parents had had much experience with
agency children but mostly with girls. They were both vmder standing,
friendly people, offering a comfortable, pleasant home. The community
offered opportunity for the boy to make contacts, Tiarticularly in the
Boy Scouts, anri there were several other agency boys in the neighbor-
hood who, it was thought, might help in their association with Dick.
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Dick seemed fairly well-satisfied with the Me. hone. He ran
away once but was returned. He continued to be upset over his mother
and felt she was being held at the hospital for no reason. In the
home, he was reported to be in a daze most of the time, nervous, and
forgetful. His visitor attempted to get him interested in community
contacts but without avail. In school, his work was very poor; he
was no problem but could not seem to concentrate. He made no attach-
ments to either foster parent though he did seem to enjoy being with
the foster father.
As Dick showed no improvement in behavior over this period of
time, he was referred to the Judge Baker Guidance Center and psy-
chiatric treatment begun. The psychiatrist found him to be a mental
hygiene problem and needed treatment over a long period of time.
Arrangements were made to see the boy every other week.
Dick managed to stay in the Me. home for nearly six months. It
was felt that the foster mother was much too easy-going in her treat-
ment of the boy, kept him in the home too much, and seemed to be
always fearing he wopld run away. One day, vdien he became upset
over school, he again ran away from the foster hone. Two weeks
later, Dick was picked up by police and, it was learned, he had
been bunking out during this time. He was taken to the home of
Mrs. S. to remain \mtil it could be decided what step to take next.
The S. home, located in the lodging house district of the city
had been used successfully by the agency for a nvunber of years as
a temporary home mostly for older boys who were court detention
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cases. The foster mother was a sympathetic, well-meaning woman,
who not only loved boys but had the force and ability to handle
them. She accepted Dick pleasantly and sympathetically after his
two weeks of b\inking out and the boy seemed extremely grateful
for such a kindly interest. After a few days, he seemed to have
adjusted to the home so well that it was felt best to leave him
there.
At the end of four months in the S. home, the following re-
port was made regarding his adjustment:
Dick*s personality and outlook on life seem to
have undergone a complete change. He has been
seeing the psychiatrist at the J, B. G. C.
regularly for therapeutic treatment. Shov/s
greater stability - good insight into his ovm
and his mother's condition - to the role he
has played in the family and the role he can
play in assuming responsibility for visiting
his mother regularly and for wholesome interest
in his sisters. Has accepted foster mother as
mother-substitute and is very fond of her. Is
less introspective and less self- condemning.
Evidenced greater interest in sports. Talks
freely about self and is receptive to suggestions
and interpretations given him.
After two years with Mrs. S. the excellent relationship between
the foster mother and the boy continued, Dick accepting Mrs. S* as
almost a complete mother- substitute. He requested to live with her
until he could support himself. The foster mother accepted the boy
as her own and thought him to be the finest boy she had ever known.
Dick had practically stopped seeing his mother because she seldom
recognized him and was able to discuss her condition in an object-
ive, more mature way. He got along satisfactorily with other boys
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coming into the home but yr&s never very aggressive in his association
with them and kept mostly to himself. In trade school, he was doing
very well and had made a number of close friends. The followring
statement is made by Dick’s visitor in regard to the boy’s adjustment
to the home of I£rs. S.:
The biggest and probably only factor in this
boy’ s fine success in getting along in the
foster home is the personality of the foster
mother who believes in^ilicitly in the boy
and who makes comments favorable to him.
This relationship has given the boy a great
feeling of security and the foster mother
has supplemented, in the boy’s own mind to
a great extent, the position formerly occupied
by the boy’s own mother.
Dick finished the eighth grade in trade school with a very good
record. He did not return to school in the fall but worked about
at various odd jobs. After nearly three years in the foster home,
his adjustment continues the same and he accepts the home as his
own. He visits his mother occasionally, has a good understanding
of her condition, and does not become depressed after visiting her.
At the present date, he is in CCC camp where he plans to stay for a
year. His plans for the future center around the navy.
Foster home placement in this case was not successful until
after the boy was placed in a home in which he found someone to
whom he could transfer the deep feeling he had for his mother. The
record indicates that the boy’s failure to adjust vras due much to
the ineffectiveness of the foster hones used as well as to the boy’s
problems. Had a good foster home been available at the time of
original placement, the possibilities of replacement would have been
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a great deal less. The liM home, which was the first permanent hone
used, offered very little in the way of security or emotional
satisfaction to the boy. The foster mother vms a kindly, understand-
ing woman but was unable to give Dick the attention and affection he
sought or to talk out his problems with him. As the boy had never
known what it was to have a father, he was in need of a masculine
influence. There was no foster father in the home and the foster
brother, with whom the boy attempted to form some identification,
was a dull individual and was unresponsive. Dick was placed in the
home with his sisters and there were no other boys in the home.
After the boy ran away, the foster mother would become quite upset,
was unable to cope with the cituation, and finally replacement was
necessary.
The next permanent home, the Me. foster home, was used primarily
because there was no other home available at the time into which the
boy could go. The home had been used previously by the agency but
mostly for girls and the foster parents had had no experience in
dealing with adolescent boys. As Dick was their first attempt with
boys, they tried to do their best with him and apparently were very
easy in their discipline and attitudes. The foster mother was much
too protective of the boy, keeping v/ith him most of the time as she
feared he would run away. The boy made no attachments to either of
the foster parents although ho did seem to enjoy being with the
foster father. However, his runaways continued and, as the foster
parents were not able to handle the situation, Dick was again replaced.
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The S. home, in which Dick was able to adjust, provided the
security and emotional satisfaction the boy was searching for in a
foster home through the personality of the foster mother. The boy
seems to have been attracted by her from the beginning because of
the kindly manner in which she accepted him and cared for him
following his two weeks of blinking out. The foster mother believed
implioityly in the boy and made evei^ effort to help him build up
a sense of security and of being wanted. Within a short time, Dick
had accepted her as a mother-substitute and, after a period of two
years, has made an excellent adjustment to the foster home and
thinks of it as his own.
Although the foster mother played a great role in helping Dick
to make an adjustment to his social situation, it was not until he
had begun to have an understanding of his problems through his talks
with the psychiatrist that he was able to develop an insight into
his own and his mother's condition, and to understand the role of
responsibility that he must assume for his mother and his rounger
sisters. Once he had become aware of his problems, the S. home
offered the boy a wholesome, understanding environment in which to
work them out.
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CASE VII
A family agency of a small town near Boston applied for place-
ment of Mike, aged sixteen, a behavior problem. The boy was living
with his mother, adopted father, half-sister, and two half-brothers.
The adopted father disliked the boy and wanted him removed from the
home. The boy realized he was not wanted in the home. The school
had applied for advice to the referring agency regarding the boy
because he was mentally inferior to other children in his class and
could not keep up with his work. The boy had previously been known
to a child placing agency, having been placed out for a period of
five yesLTs. He was returned to his mother, who applied to the court
for his custody.
Behavior; The boy was backward in school,
cliildish, and not sufficiently developed
for his age. He had r\m away from his
homo on three occasions and was brought
into court on this charge. Persistent
enuresis and temper tantrums.
Family History; The paternal side of the family
Had a history of quick temper but, in so
far as it was known, there was no nervous
or mental disease. The paternal grandparents
were wealthy people. Father,bom in the
U. S., was said to have had normal develop-
ment as a boy. Went through second year of
high school and then to private school but
quit because he was not doing very well.
Was brilliant but shiftless and depended on
his parents. After marriage, he became a
fireman. Was in good health, drank some,
quick tempered but not stubborn. Married
twice after divorce from boy’s mother.
Maternal greindmother died of pneumonia
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at an early age* Maternal grandfather had
tuberculosis but regained his health and
became a Christian Science healer* Died
of locomotor ataxia* Mother was born in
the United States, birth and development
not known. As a child she was a problem
in her home as she was very stubborn and
refused to obey her parents* Left school
in the eighth grade. At the age of four-
teen she ran away from hone and went to
live with relatives* Again ran away and
lived about in rooming houses vintil her
marriage to the boy’ s father. Shortly
after birth of boy, two years after
marriage, the mother left the father and
later secured a divorce* At this time
she became very nervous and, on several
occasions, appeared mentally xinbalsinced.
Worked in Boston for four or five years
after she left the father, was said to
have been promiscuous sexually, and
drank very much. In 192-, she remarried
after the birth of an illigitimate child*
Was never able to get along with husband,
continued to drink and go out with other
men. Her mental condition had grown
steadily worse during these years and she
was said to have had definite hallucinations
and delusions of persecution for some time.
A month after the boy was taken from the
homo, she was committed to a state hospital.
Siblings: Mike was the only child by the union
of Kis parents. Four half- sib lings, a boy
nine, illigitimate; a girl six; a girl four;
and a boy one year*
Home Life: When parents separated, Mike lived
for four years with paternal grandmother.
Ho was alternately nagged and petted and
became quite spoiled. His next five years
were under the care of a child placing
agency and he was placed in five different
foster homes during that time. Several
foster mothers gave him up because of his
bed-wetting. He was in one foster home
over two years but the foster mother could
not train him. After these years with the
agency, he was taken by his mother and
adopted by his step-father.
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The family of seven lived in four
large rooms on the first floor of a two-
family house in a deteriorated neighbor-
hood. Furnishings were adequate except
for beds for the children and several of
them slept together. House was damp and
the mother always kept the shades down.
Step-father earned thirty-three dollars
a vfeek. There was constant friction be-
tween the mother and step-father euid, on
several occasions, the mother left the
home for several days. Mother drank
continually and often brought men into
the home. As Mike was the oldest, he
was made to do housework and care for
the younger children.
Family Attitudes; Mike’s own father never
knew t^e ^)oy and had no interest in him.
The mother admitted that she never wanted
the boy from birth. In the home, she
beat him a great deal and made him do all
her work. She even told him on several
occasions that she did not want him.
Step-father disliked the boy and resented
his presence in the home. Boy adored his
own father although he never knew him,
disliked his step-father, and was not sure
of his feelings regarding his mother. V/as
quite affectionate to younger half-sisters
Personal History; Mike was bom in the United
States in 1?1-. Mother attempted abortion
when she discovered pregnancy. Birth and
development were normal. It was sedd
mother often drugged the boy as baby with
paregoric. As a child, he had no serious
illnesses or operations. For two or three
years as a small boy, he masturbated some
but was corrected and had not shown einy
such interest since. Was troubled with
persistent enuresis.
Physically, Mike was very undeveloped
He was several inches below normal in
height and several pounds underweight.
Appeared very childish and immature for hi
age and very retarded in sex development.
In school, the boy’s record had been
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very erratic. He was retarded as he was
in the fourth grade two years and failed
both times and could not seem to go beyond
that level. He was never a problem but
Tras very inattentive.
Personality and Interests: Mike was very childish
and immature for his age. He was reserved,
sulky, and inclined to daydream a great deal.
Never able to get along with other children,
played with younger boys and girls, and often
picked on them. He appeared quite restless
and over-active. He enjoyed reading and
attending the movies but had no outside in-
terests.
Psychological Impressions; In a school rating at
the age of twelve, kike was given an I, Q.
of 87. He was said to be a fair, average
intelligence.
Apparently Mike has never known what it was to have the sense
of security, recognition, and adequacy found in a normal home
situation with a mother and father. He has been unwanted and re-
jected from birth. The matenial side of his family shows mental
illness in the grandfather and the mother.
Prior to Mike's acceptance for placement, he was sent to the
Judge Baker Guidance Center by the Juvenile Co\irt and they felt he
presented some difficult problems from both a physical and a mental
standpoint but that they did not have enough information to make a
complete study at that time. He was given a mental test and found
to have an I. Q. of 87 so that he was considered as having fair
average general ability. He was described as being a pathetic
youngster who needed a great deal of help even though he was not
unusually good material intellectually. The clinic advised temporary
placement.
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The children* s stgency accepted Mike on the basis of the re-
commendation from the J. B, G, C. with the objective:
To provide temporary care for this court boy,
pending further investigation, study, and re-
comendation by the J. B. G. C.
As Mike was found to be in need of medical attention and, as there
was a q\aestion of pituiteiry deficiency and of defectiveness of hearing
he was placed temporarily in the home of Mrs* S. in Boston*
During the two months Mike was with Mrs. S*, he was pretty much
of a problem, refusing to go to school, wet the bed continually, and
was lazy and refused to help about the house* On his physical
studies, he was found to be sexually underdeveloped and had a deaf-
ness of the middle ear but v/-as otherwise normal* His enuresis was
found not to be the result of a physical ailment but a social prob-
lem. There was no indication of any glandular trouble* With these
findings, the agency changed its objective and planned:
Through foster home care and through medical and
psychiatric facilities available to help the boy
become self-supporting*
He was placed in the R* home, a farm home a short distance from
Boston.
The R. home was not considered by the agency to be a particularly
high grade home but, because of Mike's habits and low mental endowment
this was the only home available at the time* The R* family was made
up of four members, the foster parents emd two small girls* Mrs. R.,
middle-aged, was friendly, patient woman who seemed to have some
understanding of boys and attempted to make them feel at home. Mr. R*
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middle-aged, was a nervous, temperamental man, a hard worker, talk-
ative, and friendly. He had been known to have shown not very much
intelligence in handling boys because he did not have patience with
them. The two daughters, aged nine and five, appeared to be normal,
well-adjusted children. Mr. and Ifrs. R. were inclined to be some-
what bitter toward life in general as they had had a difficult time
financially. They worked hard and expected the same from others.
Mike spent nearly a year with the R’s. and failed to make a
normal adjustment. Before he was placed, it was explained to him
that his enuresis was not due to ar^ physical defect but was his
problem to solve and he agreed to tiy to overcome this problem. He
did make an earnest attempt from time to time but always reverted
back. The foster parents tried everything they could think of to
help him correct this habit but they were unsuccessful. In Mike*s
work about the farm, he was usually unsatisfactory but had his up’
s
and down’s, as he did in behavior. There was some rivalry between
he eind another agency boy in the home as this boy was yoxmger, but
larger, than Mike and was further advanced in school. The foster
parents often became quite irritated with Mike because of his
persistent enuresis and his lazy indifferent attitudes and they did
not seem to provide the sympathy, understanding, and patience re-
quired to handle him. They both worked hard and expected all members
of their family to do likewise. The foster father maintained the
idea that, because he had worked hard as a boy, the boys in the home
must vrork hard. Because Mrs. R. was so busy, she did not have time
to provide the necessary affection Mike seemed to crave. Gradually
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Mike became more unhappy and began to wet the bed every night so
that he would be taken out of the home. The foster parents then
refused to keep him and, as it was obvious Mike would not be able
to adjust, he \ms removed and replaced on a farm with the H. family
some distance from his old home. The H. home was a free home in
which Mike was to vrork for his maintainence.
There vras no information available regarding the E. home but the
record states that Mike continued to be a problem, refused to do any
work, and wet the bed continually. Finally, after a month’s trial,
l<like’s visitor felt his possibility of adjustment in the foster home
could never be achieved and, in viev/ of his habits and lack of mental
endowment, felt it futile to continue treatment so he was returned
to the juvenile court as a placing-out failure. The judge talked to
the boy and concluded that he was just one of those ”omery'* boys
with whom nothing could be done except by force and was an insti-
tutional case. Mike was sent to the state training school.
A follow-up study was made on Mike by the agency and it was
learned that at the state training school he had had his up's and
dov;n’8 in behavior. After a fertf months, he began to grow physically
and emotionally and made a good adjustment. Re was then released on
parole and v/ent to live vrith relatives and friends, working at various
odd jobs. On several occasions, following his release from parole,
he was arrested for breaking end entering and his relatives reported
that he spent most of his time loafing around with undesirable com-
panions. He joined the CCC but lasted only a short time as he was
stubborn and hard to get along with. He returned to his relatives
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and Tvas soon picked up for breaking and entering and sent to the
Eouse of Correction,
Mike’s environment has been such as to create a multitude of
personality problems. From birth he has been rejected and unwanted
by his parents. He has never known the sense of security or recog-
nition in any home, having been shifted about from place to place,
first with relatives, then placed in five different foster homes,
and then back to his own mother where he was subjected to cruel and
inhuman treatment for several years because of the mother’s adnormal
mental condition and the step-father’s dislike of him. He received
no home training and was childish and immature for his age.
Mike was accepted for placement by the agency on the recommend-
ation of the Judge Bsker Guidance Center. They felt the boy pre-
sented some difficult problems, both physically and mentally, and
that although he was not unusually good material, he was in need of
treatment. Placement was recommended in a foster home where the boy
might find the security and affection he had never had in his life.
Mike’s failure to adjust to foster home placement appears to be not
only because of his habits and low mental abilities but also because
of a poor original placement due to the lack of a suitable home at
the time. The R. home failed in many respects to meet the need of
Mike. The foster parents had had much financial difficulty in the
recent years and, as a result, were quite bitter toward the world
in general. They worked heu'd emd expected anyone in their home to
do the same. Mrs. R. was unable to give Mike the affection and
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attention he sought. Mr. R. had little patience in his handling of
Mike and was of the attitude that, because he had had to work hard
as a boy, Mike should do likevdse. When Mike's enuresis continued,
the foster parents became irritated and they lacked the sympathy
and patience to handle the problem. As Mike obviously had no chance
at adjustment in the home, he was replaced. The foster home into
•which he •was moved provided much the same situation as the R. home
and, by that tine, Mike had become so stubborn and resistant to
trea-bment that it seemed inadvisable to continue on with him.
Because of Mike’s lew mental capacity, therapeutic treatment
was never attempted. Dr. Wollan,^in discussing the use of psy-
chiatric trea'tment with boys, states, ”An intensive psychiatric
approach •which depends upon the development of insight in the
delinquent is not applicable to persons of all levels of intelli-
gence. It is an acknowledged fact that one must have at least average
or above average intelligence to profit from psychiatric treatment."
Mike’s only hope for adjustment was in a simple foster home or
group environment where he could receive a good habit training and
work at his own level. Ead a suitable foster home been available at
the time Mike •was referred, in which he could have found the affection,
security, encourcLgement, and habit-training he needed, he undoubtedly
could have been re-educa'bed to the point where he could have become
self-supporting.
1 Wollan, Kenneth I., "The Use of Group Acti-vity in PrO'
bation W'ork". The Offender in the Comrauni'fcy, 1938
Yearbook of the National Probation Association: New
York. 19Sa.
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CASE VIII
Ned, aged fifteen, behavior problem, was referred by a hospital
psychiatric clinic to the children’s agency in 193-, for placement.
The boy had been known to the clinic for about four months, coming
to them at the request of his father. The boy had beon under in-
tensive psychotherapeutic treatment and the parents were being seen
by a social worker. The therapist working with Ned felt that his
behavior was a result of the home situation as the father was pro-
bably psychotic, and over-critical and ovdr-severe in handling the
boy’s problems.
Behavior; The problems as enumerated by the boy’s
father when he was brought into the clinic
included masturbatory habits, \msuocessful
progress in school, conflict with the school
authorities, tendency to be oversensitive,
inability to make and hold friends, unsatis-
factorj' eating habits, and some petty stealing.
Family History; The paternal grandparents died at
an early age, cause unknown. Father vras born
in the tJ. S. Completed grammar school and
then ^Joined the navy. He worked at various
jobs but had never held a job regularly since
his marriage. He had led an erratic life
and had a wide range of experiences. Became
involved in an affair vrith his brother-in-law
which resulted in his dishonorable discharge
from the navy. On n\imerous occasions, he de-
serted his wife, returning after varying
lengths of time with considerable confusion
in his mind as to why he left and where he had
been. This type of behavior led to his ad-
mission to a state hospital but, after a month,
he was discharged with the diagnosis of psycho-
pathic personality without psychosis. Prior
to the boy’ s referral the father had been drink-
ing some and there had been some aggressive
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behavior directed toward his wife and tovrard
a male boarder in the home. He was seen
several times by a psychiatrist at a hospital
clinic who felt that much of the father’s be-
havior was due to injury received during the
v/ar which probably resulted in constitutional
changes. Under the influence of alcohol, he
became harmful and destructive. Application
was made to the Veterans* Bureau for psychiatric
care.
There was nothing known of the maternal
grandparents. The mother was bom in the U. S.,
one of six children. She quit school at the
age of thirteen and started working. Employed
fourteen years by the same company as a seams-
tress. Quit work only at time children were
born. Married the father after a brief court-
ship. A year previous to the boy’s referral,
she was forced to give up her w'ork because she
was found to have an eye disease. Lost com-
plete vision of one eye Sind part of the other.
Infection was arrested with treatment but she
was unable to return to work and had become
very xmhappy and dissatisfied with life.
Siblings: Ned was the second of three children.
A girl, aged sixteen, lived at home and
attended high school; the boy, aged fifteen;
a boy, aged nine, described as a very nervous
child but with no behavior problems.
Home Life: The relationship between the parents was
marked by constant friction, the mother being
the recipient of many accusations concerning
her infidelity and character. The fact that
she contracted the eye disease and the father
did not was a constant source of argument. The
home was a small tenement in a run-down neigh-
borhood. The family consisted of the nxother
and father, three children, and a young man of
twenty-four who was rooming with them. For
support, they depended mostly on the relief
but received some aid from the Veterans’
Bureau. Father was Catholic, mother Protestant,
the children were christened Catholic but sel-
dom attended church.
Family Attitudes; Father’s attitude tov/ard the boy
was changeable. He constantly made life mis-
erable for the boy yet, on the other hand, ex-
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pressed the desire the hoy should have the
advcmtages of other boys. Ned could not
get along with his father yet had a certain
loyalty to him. There was a warm relation-
ship between the boy eind his mother as she
always acted as his defender. There was
jealousy between the boy and his brother and
sister because they had not been criticized
by the father. The boy questioned his sister's
relationships with the boarder in the home.
Personal Historj^: Ned was born in the U. S. in 192-
.
^ was said to have the usual childhood diseases
but was never very ill at any time and had un-
usually good health. His physical condition was
good except for being several pounds over-weight.
Boy began school at the age of six. He
failed the first and fourth grades. Was never
interested in school and seemed indifferent
about ydiether he would pass or not. He was
handicapped by being moved about a great deal
from school to school.
Personality and Interests: Ned appeared large for
iiis age and somewhat soft and effeminate. He
was agreeable and sociable and had a good-
natured, slow, easy-going disposition. At
times, he seemed moody and depressed but his
moods did not last very long. He had had some
difficulty in getting along with other boys
his own age. Boy's main ambition was to join
the navy. Until that time came, he wanted to
live on a farm.
Psychological Impressions and Psychiatric Treatment;
The "boy was given an I. Q. rating in the lower
80*8 - low average intelligence. He had been
seen by a therapist at the referring clinic
for over a period of four months. Treatment
was to continue even after placement.
From Ned's backgrovuid and development, it appears that his home
life has always been quite unstable as a result of his father's
inability to hold a job, his desertions of the family on several
occasions, and his erratic behavior in the home. The constant
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friction between the parents seems to have created a very unwholesome
environment. The therapist, who was working with Ned at the hospital
clinic, felt that the home situation was the cause of the boy*s be-
havior difficulties and that he would not present a serious problem
if placed away from the influence of the home.
The agency accepted Ned for temporary placement in their Study
Home pending further study and recommendation by the referring agency
and the Study Home.
Ned was at the Study Home nearly two months. Ehiring his stay
there, he gave a consistent picture of a happy, even-tempered boy
with low mental and response qualities. He was agreeable and
sociable, showed a good disposition, and mad e himself well-liked.
He was inclined to be somewhat moody and pensive following criticism
but quickly returned to his normal, good-natured self. Although Ned
was mischievous and liked to play pranks, he was not observed in any
major misdemeanors, was never known to steal, and was not active in
sex displays that some of the other boys in the home wore engaged in
at that time. There vre.s some evidence of a difficulty in getting
along with other boys in the home but the foster parents felt it was
due to his immaturity and that he did show an ability to get along
under supervised play. The boys liked Ned because of his happy, easy-
going attitude toward life but he made no close friends. In school,
he did fair work but was rather indifferent in his attitude and could
see little good in having to study. He made several attachments in
the coimminity and the home eind felt himself a part of the home.
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On the basis of the observations made of Ned in his two months’
stay at the Study Home, the agency agreed to accept him for foster
home care. As Ned had expressed a desire to go on a farm and as his
visitor felt he would adjust more readily to a simple environment
because of his low mental endowment, he was placed vrith the R. family
in an out- of- state farm home.
The R. family lived on a large farm about two miles from a small
country town and it was practically the only farm in the section.
The family consisted of only Mr. and Mrs. R. and an agency boy who
had been in the home some time. Mrs. R. was described as a gentle,
motherly woman, and Mr. R. as a kindly, intelligent man. Both were
past middle-age and were said to possess a deep and sincere interest
in boys. Their hone provided a boy with a happy, wholesome home life.
Ned’s visitor says of the home;
This home offers excellent possibilities for
problem boys because of the feeling built up
between the boys and the foster parents. The
foster parents have much to offer; are kindly,
considerate, pleasant, and have a keen sense
of humor and tolerance; have fine standards of
conduct themselves. The home offers an ideal
place for boys during the summer months as
there is fishing and swimming in a lake nearby.
On the basis of personality of the foster
parents, the home is recommended for the younger
group of problem adolescents from a viewpoint
of the community and lack of things to do in
the community.
With the R’s. Ned was an excellent boy to live with, pleasant
smd friendly and usually happy. He thought a great deal of the
foster parents and they were fond of him. In school, he showed no
interest and failed to pass. He was accepted by the other children
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in the community but was not able to make any close friendships.
There was some rivalry between Nod and the other agency boy in the
home as they were about the same age but, on the whole, they seemed
to get along fairly well. There was one problem, however, which
persisted all during placement and that was stealing. This seemed to
be a thing over which Ned had no control. He began taking small
articles in the home about a month aTter he arrived and later took
things from stores in the community. YiOien this problem was discussed
with him by the foster parents and his visitor, he showed no emotion
TNdiatsoever and nothing anyone said seemed to be of any aid in helping
him correct this habit. Finally, after Ned had been in the home about
six months, the situation became so serious that he was removed and
returned to the Study Home until some plan could be made for him.
At the Study Home, Ned continued to show much the same type of
behavior as he had shown before. In the month’s time he was in the
Home, there were three stealing episodes that were known of. The
following impressions of Ned were recorded:
Ned is not sure of his intelligence. He feels
inferior to others but does not let this affect
his relations with them. He sees his problem
of stealing as something others ore concerned
about but over which he has no worry at all.
He says he steals or does not ’’because I want
to”. He enjoys the company of other boys and
is liked by them. He has a great liking for the
foster parents, accepting the foster mother on
a mother- substitute level, and has great respect
and admiration of the foster father. He seems
to have no consciousness regarding ethics, morals,
or religion, or their relation to his life. Ned,
without doubt, has been the most unchanging boy
ever in the Study Home. The only deviation from
his first stay was that of stealing.
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At the end of a month at the Study Home, the psychologist, who
had originally referred Ned, was consulted and he felt that he did
not care to continue further treatment with the hoy and recommended
he be returned to his own home. Both the agency and the therapist
felt there was little to be hoped for in placement of Ned in another
foster home as it would not be possible for a foster home to offer
the uncontrolled environment and constant supervision that seemed
desirable for the boy. As the agency was unable to provide such an
environment and, in view of the recommendation made, Ned was returned
to his own home.
At home, Ned ha^ continued to be a problem. Nothing anyone has
done or said seems to make the slightest impression on him. Recently
he was taken into court for assaulting a small girl. As yet, no dis-
position of the case has been made. The agency has attempted to have
the boy admitted to the State School for Feebleminded and, if he is
refused, v/ill tindoubtedly be sent to the State Training School.
It is interesting to note that the cases of Ned and Mike are
simrlar in that they were both untrained and undisciplined, had
persistent habits, were of low mental capacity/’, and resulted in
placing-out failures. The failure of Ned to make an adjustment to
the foster home placement yms apparently the result of his utter lack
of vinderstanding or concern over his problems rather than of anything
to do with the foster hone placement. The R. home provided an ex-
cellent oppoirbunity for Ned to make an adjustment as it offered many
advantages a boy would enjoy. It is regarded by the agency as an
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ideal home. Idike apparently did make a fairly good adjustment to the
home as he became very much attached to the foster home parents and
they to him but he vm.s unable to overcome his habit of stealing. Ned’s
stealing seemed to be something over which he had no control. Dr. Healy^
and Dr. Aichhorn both speak of cases similar to that of Nod in which
it has been found that delinquent behavior breaks out as an expression
of frustration and mental conflict. The bov commits certain acts be-
cause he feels he is compelled to and then cannot explain why he did
so. Ned has shown a great amount of conflict and frustration regarding
his homo situation and the treatment by his father and when confronted
with reasons for his stealing has never been able to give a satisfactory
answer.
Apparently the psychotic condition of the father played an import-
ant role in creating the boy's problems as it seems that Ned's diffi-
culties have been a result of the home situation created by the father's
unstable mental condition.
1 Healy, William: Mental Conflicts and Misconduct, Boston:
Little, Brown and Co., 1917
2 Aichhorn, August: Wayward Youth, New York: The Viking
Press, 1935
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CASE IX
The childfen’s agency received on application from a worker of
a Boston child guidance clinic for foster hone placement of Jim, aged
fourteen, a behavior problem. His parents were foreign-born and both
were working; there was one other child in the home. Jim had been
known to the clinic for four years and had been referred to them be-
cause of poor school 'ao rk and peculiar personality characteristics.
The boy*s younger brother had always been held up to him as a model
and he was afraid of this brother. Jim was said to have a good
general ability on his age level but was failing in school and had had
some difficulty with his teachers. Mother had been a patient in a
mental hospital but was at home and was apparently making a good ad-
justment. The father was over- strict with the boy.
Behavior; Personality characteristics such as day-
dreaming, lying, cowardliness, and domination
of smaller children. Poor work in school and
inability to get along with other children.
Childish when threatened -ivith punishment.
FflTTiily History; On the paternal side of the family
there is no history of nervous or mental dis-
ease. Paternal grandfather died during the
last yia.r, cause unknown, and paternal grand-
mother was still living. One paternal uncle
killed in the war, two paternal uncles eind one
aunt living in the old country. Father was
foreign-bom, came to U. S. as a young man in
search of adventure. Had always been in good
health and was reputed to be a good worker.
lAateraal grandfather died during the World
War of pneumonia. Maternal grandmother was
still living in the old country. One maternal
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xmcle dead, and two living in Europe. Mother
foreign-bom, came to this country as a small
girl, and had some difficulty making an adjust-
ment to the new life. Work was very difficult
for her. Married at sixteen. Generally good
health outside of one "nervous breakdown".
Went to eighth grade and quit. When Jim was
six, the mother was committed to a State Hos-
pital where she remained three or four months
and was discharged as being in an improved
mental condition. Diagnosed as manic depress-
ive - depressed t3rpe. Her depression was
thought to have been caused by Jim's conduct
in school. Jim did poorly and the teacher re-
ported this to the mother. Mother reacted by
becoming over-severe and punished the boy for
the slightest misdemeanor. Just before her
committment, she vras reported to have bitten
the boy on the arm. In the hospital, the
mother appeared depressed and over-active for
a nvunber of weeks. After her return from the
hospital, she occasionally became upset
mentally but not to the extent that the father
would have her committed again.
Siblings
;
Jim was the older of two boys. The
brother, a year younger than Jim, was described
as being bright, active, rather domineering.
Family Attitudes; Jim was looked upon as inferior
by all members of the family because, when he
was bom, he was shaped somewhat asynmietrical
and the doctor told his mother he might turn
out to be feebleminded. His parents constantly
compared him with his younger brother and, in
comparing their perfonnance, were convinced
Jim was not normal. Thej' were both anxious that
Jim be taken out of the home because his behavior
made him a nxiisance in the home. The father was
over-strict and the mother over-emotional. Jim
felt he was not wanted in the home.
Personal History; Jim was born in the U. S. in 192-
.
^e was not perfect at birth, being shaped some-
what asymmetrical. He was very slow in weaning,
walking and talking, and was unable to dress
himself until he was nine yeetrs old. Had measles
at age of three. Slept long hours, talked in his
sleep, and had a habit of clearing his throat
frequently. Had temper tantrums since he was a baby.
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Physically, Jim appeared to be well-
developed and nourished. Fair posture.
Good strength. Somewhat asymmetrical
features. Appeared alert and happy.
In school, Jiia had done well until he
was in the third grade and during the year
was out four weeks because of stomach
trouble. After he returned, he seemed
never able to keep up with his class euad
had repeated three grades.
Personality and Interests; Jim was said to have
been a friendly sort of boy who constantly
sought attention. He seemed gregarious but
was never able to adjust to a group and
played with children much younger than him-
self. Spent a great deal of his time day-
dreaming and imagining he was in various
situations where he was the hero. VHien first
seen at the agency prior to placement, he
was described as being very peculiar in
appearance and actions. He was quite out of
proportion in physical build, walked in a
very uncoordinated manner. He was very
abrupt in his speech, asked many questions,
and talked rather incoherently, jxamping
from one subject to another. He expressed
no particular interests or hobbies.
Psychological Impressions and Psychiatric Treatment;
Jim was given on intelTigence test at
the clinic and was found to have an I. Q. of
90. During the test he shov/ed a poor atti-
tude, restlessness, inattention, indifference,
but good-naturedness.
Boy was seen at the clinic frequently in
193-
,
three years before he was referred to
the children's agency, eind, although treatment
seemed to improve his difficulties somewhat,
it ’.as felt his behavior characteristics were
becoming more seclusive and sensitive because
of his home situation.
It appears Jim had developed some very serious personality
problems as a result of his home situation and his peculiar physical
appearance. Whe he was first knownto the clinic in 193- , four years
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before placement, they stated at that ti.ie that his behavior was a
result of his trying to floe from too great pressure at home brought
on because his parents felt him inferior and that he was retarded be-
cause of illness. As a result, he had always had excessive attention
given him. The clinic recommended work with the family to convince
them the boy was normal and they had been to o solicitous about
achievement; that his teacher be seen at school; and explained that
Jim would do better away from his brother; and that the boy should go
to camp for the summer so that he might get away from the whole sit-
uation to see if he would not adjust to a group where there was not
so much pressure and where he could develop some self-confidence.
Over this four-year period, the clinic did attempt treatment as
they recommended. The teacher was seen and Jim and his brother took
different classes; the parents were seen in the home several times
but they could not be convinced that Jim had ability and was normal;
the boy ^s seen at the clinic and, as a result, his behavior improv-
ed some but, as stated, in the extract from the record, he appeared
to be digressing in behavior characteristics and became more sensitive
about his appearance and tended to become more seclusive.
Jim was accepted for placement by the agency with the objective
to:
Provide this boy with a family situation where
he will not be regarded as sub-normal and com-
pared Tonfavorably with his younger brother; to
provide the boy with a new school experience
where he will be treated more tolerantly.
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The physical examination given when the boy was accepted for
placement showed him to be xmderweight; his left ear was puckered,
nose deformed to the right, tongue protruded to the right, left
hand was held in suspension when he did anything, and his mouth
drooped to the right; doctor recommended neurological examination;
glasses were advised and ordered.
The E. homo, located in a small community near Boston, appeared
to offer the best possibilities for a boy presenting such problems as
Jim. Mrs. E. was a friendly, jolly person who understood children
and realized their needs; was said to have had an indefinable quality
to make boys like her; was always quick to praise a boy for his slight
est accomplishment and took great pleasure in showing off a boy’s
achievements to her neighbors. She was eager to accept this boy for
re-training and was confident she could succeed. She was the domin-
ant person in the household, was very determined and headstrong at
times but was an excellent person in the training of adolescent boys.
Mr. E. was a good-natured, easy-going, home-loving man nrfio liked
children and understood them as he had been a gym instructor for
several years. He was interested in giving Jim some gym training in
an effort to assist him in better coordination in his bodily movements
The E. home was an attractive single house located in a neighborhood
whore there were several boys Jim’s age and the E. family were very
active in the community.
In the foster home, Jim at first showed no understanding of table
manners and was finicky about his food. He had difficulty making
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friends and the boys in the neighborhood made fun of him because of
his peculiar appearance. By the end of the stammer, Jim had in^aroved
in manners and muscular coordination and ability to make friends.
He was enrolled in the ninth grade in school and joined the Boy Scouts.
On a school group test, he had an I, Q. of 89.
During the first year with the E’s., Jim continued to improve in
the home. His physical appearance changed somewhat; he put on weight,
kept himself neat and clean, improved in conduct, and showed a great
liking for the foster home. In the Scouts and church group, his be-
havior was very changeable, going from good to bad and back again.
Because other boys continually told him he looked queer, he began to
feel he was rather odd and expressed the idea that he was a ’’queer
duck” and looked different from other boys. In school, he was a be-
havior problem from the beginning because of his constant efforts to
gain attention. As the year progressed, his behavior became worse.
After five months, he became such a disturbing influence it was
necessary to suspend him from school.
Because of Jim's behavior and actions, he was taken to a psy-
chiatrist at the Judge Baker Guidance Center and the following report
made:
In view of the boy's mother having been in a state
hospital with manic depressive psychosis. Dr. —
felt that there was a possibility the boy might be
showing some characteristics. He felt that the
boy's behavior was a blind reaction to xondesirable
names he was called by other boys. Dr. — feels
Connecticut Junior Republic, which was suggested as
a possibility to Jim, would "not be desirable and
that probably the best thing would be to replace the
boy in another foster home in a simpler school
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situation in hope he could be carried along
until his sixteenth birthday. Boy was given
an intelligence test and rated I. Q. of 86.
Jim was out of school three months, during which time the agency
made numerous attempts to locate another foster home suitable for him
but without success. He continued to remain with the E’s. and was
kept busy about the house at odd jobs. The foster family finally
succeeded in getting him back in school with the \xnderstanding that
he would be suspended permanently if there were any complaints against
him, and for the rest of the year Jim did veiy well in school.
The second year in the E. home, Jim's behavior was quite favorable.
The foster mother was very directional with the boy and gave him close
supervision. As a result, he presented only minor difficulties in the
home. He became very much attached to the foster parents. In school,
although he continued to be somev^hat of a problem, he was able to get
through the year with a fairly good record. His interest in the Scouts
continued and he was accepted more socially.
7Kith the beginning of the third year, Jim's conduct in school
became tinbearable. Because of his attention- seeking methods, his
presence in the classroom continually kept the others upset. His
behavior was climaxed when he became involved in a fight with another
boy, attacked this boy with a sharp instrument, and bit him. It was
felt Jim had been given his chance and failed and, because of feeling
against him in the community over his last escapade, it was thought
better to remove him from the foster home. He was taken to the Study
Home temporarily in order that his visitor might see Jim's father and
discuss the situation
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At the Study Home, Jim’s behavior was decidedly abnormal. He
continually made himself a nuisance by doing things he knew would
irritate others, could not get along with any of the boys in the
home, and was continually'' fighting. On one occasion, he drew a knife
on one of the boys and threatened to kill him.
During the four days at the Study Home, the boy was seen several
tiBies by a psychiatrist at the Judge Baker Guidance Center. In an
intelligence test, he was rated as having an I. Q. of 82. The psy-
chiatrist felt Jim was showing many schizophrenic tendencies and
stated that the boy’s prognosis was vei*y poor as he "was deteriorating
and would eventually be committed to a state hospital. He stated Jim
was a very sick boy mentally end, although he v.'as not committable at
that time, he should not be allowed in the community.
The agency did not feel justified in spending more money on Jim
and it was planned he should be committed to the State Training
School on a stubborn-child complaint to take him out of the community.
However, Jim’ s father did not agree to this plan and wanted the boy
returned home.
After a short time, the father enrolled Jim in school but he "was
expelled within two weeks for threatening a boy •with a knife. The
father then attempted to supervise him at home and, be'tween working
with his father and spending his leisure time at one of the settlement
houses, he managed to get along fairly well for quite a while. Some
time later, he threatened a worker at the settlement house and it was
arreuiged for him to be examined at a state hospital. He was found not
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to be psychotic emd returned to his own home.
Jim seems to have been a poor prospect for placement from the
beginning. From the record one wonders v^hy this boy was not re-
commended to some agency for placement when he was first knovm to
the clinic from which he was referred. They knew him for over a
period of four years. From the time he came to them his problems
were much the same and the home situation presented the same diffi-
culties. Treatment by the clinic was said to have helped the boy
improve his difficulty somewhat but it was also said the;;- felt his
behavior characteristics became more seclusive and he became more
sensitive to his home situation. The efforts of the clinic to modify
the home situation vrere unsuccessful. Had the boy been removed from
the home at that time, there is the possibility he may have been able
to make an adjustment in some simple environment where he could have
been away from the comparison to his brother and where he could v/ork
on his own level.
The foster home selected by the agency for Jim was ideal and did
much to improve his personality traits. The foster parents v^orked
patiently with the boy for over a period of two years. They opened
nvimerous avenues in group activities such as the Boy Scouts, church,
neighborhood activities, etc. for Jim but he was accepted in the
community only because of the foster family’s good standing. The
foster mother was very directional with the boy and gave him close
supervision in the home and, as a result, the boy presented only
minor problems in the homo. Hovrever, in the comimmity and in the
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school where Jim could not have the foster mother's supervision he
was always in trouble, fighting, resentful of criticism, etc. When
he finally became involved in a serious incident, which endangered
the foster family' s reputation and the reputation of the agency, it
became necessary to remove him from the home. Apparently the onlj^
type of treatment which would be successful in meeting Jim's needs
would be that of a controlled environment and constant supervision
such as is found in a state training school. A foster home could
not provide this type of close supervision and nothing could have
been hoped for in another foster home placement.
The mental illness of Jim' s mother seems to have been closely
associated with creating the boy' s problems but appears to be a
precipitating factor rather than a direct factor. The leading factor
seems to have developed from the parents' attitude toward the boy
because of his peculiar looks and their belief that he was sub-normal.
Jim was subjected to his mother's psychotic behavior for a short tine
at the age of six when she became upset over his poor work in school
and over-severe in her treatment, punishing him for his slightest
misdemeanor. Since her return home from the hospital, she is said
to have periods in which she becomes mentally upset but there has
been no indication that she has mistreated the boy.
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CASE X
In 193-, a Boston child guideuace clinic applied to the children’s
agency for placement of Paul, sixteen and a half years old. The hoy,
while on probation from juvenile court for stealing an automobile,
was picked up for shop-lifting in a joint affair with his father, who
had a criminal record. The home was broken, the mother's whereabouts
xaiknown, and the boy and his father were li'Tlng together in a single
room* The father was said to be probably psychotic. The boy had
been brought before the court and -was sent to the referring agency
for s'tudy. He was found to be promising material, was fourteen
pounds Tinderweight and, it was felt, that the best plan for him was
foster home placement.
Behavior: Stealing and lying.
Family History: Nothing was known of paternal side
of family"except the grandmother died at an
early age, cause \inknown, and step-grandmother
served a term for adultery. Paternal grand-
father was a private detective. Father born
in the U. S. As a child, he was committed to
a state training school for two years by the
paternal greoidfather on a stubborn complaint.
He was left to shift for himself most of his
life. Served several sentences for breaking
eind entering and larceny. Worked as printer
most of the time, but was never able to hold
a job for any length of time. Was known to
have had a distinctly abnormal personality
all his life. He was never thrif^ty but alvrays
had a great many grandiose ideas about money,
his family, and his work. His talk was often
rambling and incoherent. The clinic who re-
ferred the boy said of the father "the father
should be studied at a mental hospital and
committed if possible. Ho seems to be a very
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abnormal individual and is liable to be in
more criminality”.
The maternal grandmother was alcoholic,
had a court record, and died of tuberculosis,
liatemal grandfather was alcoholic. He
crijninally assaulted boy’s mother on several
occasions v/'hen she was a child. Had a long
court record. The mother was bom in the U. S.
As a child she was much abused by the maternal
grandparents and was made to look out for her-
self most of the time. She was known to frequent
houses of ill fame as a young girl and served
some time in the girls’ reformatory^ At the
tine the history was taken, her whereabouts was
not known, but she was known to be a prostitute.
Siblings: The boy was an only child.
Home Life: From the time the boy was a few days old
until he was ten years old, he lived in a foster
homo with a very old couple. They were not at
all interested in him and he was untrained and
tindisciplined. On a complaint to the S. P. C. C.
the boy was removed from this hone and taken to
live vdth his father. Since then, his living
conditions were very irregular, living some with
both his father and mother in rooming houses.
Father and laother separated a few weeks after
the boy was born.
Paul and his father were living in a single
room in a very poor neighborhood. The father
worked irregularly at the printing trade but did
not earn enough to pay rent or buy sufficient
food. Family were Catholic but seldom attended
church.
Family Attitude s : The father was interested in the
boy, wanted him to have a good home, and wanted
to keep him out of trouble. He had tried to
keep him av/ay from the mother because of her
bad influences. Attitudes of the mother were
not kno^vn. The boy respected his father, ad-
mitted his mother’s delinquencies, but was very
much on the defensive regarding his attitudes.
Personal History^: Paul was bom in the U. S. Facts
concerning )iis birth, development, and child-
hood were unknown. There were no habits enumerated.
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Physically the boy was in fair condition.
He was average height but was fourteen
pounds xuaderweight. Boy had left school
in the eighth grade. Was said to have
done fair work.
Personality and Interests; Paul appeared to be
a quiet, frieridly, pleasant-natured fellow
who seemed quite sophisticated. He was
fairly active and gregarious but gave the
appearance of being sluggish in manner and
reactions. He was interested in athletics,
the movies, and boys’ clubs.
Psychological Impressions; The clinic from which
the boy was referred gave him an I. Q. of
99 and said to be of good average ability.
At the Judge Baker Guidance Center, where Paul was sent for
study by the juvenile court, it was thought he showed considerable
promise and they recommended he be placed in a foster home. He was
accepted by the children's agency to:
Provide this boy an opportunity to attend school
and help him to become self-supporting and ad-
just to normal surroundings.
After a few days in a temporaTj” home in Boston, during the usual
physical check-up made before placement, Paul was placed in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. E. in a city near Boston. The home was chosen so
that the boy might enter trade school and from the home receive the
basic training that he was in need of. The B. home had been used by
the agency for several years and the family had worked well with
problem boys.
At the end of the first year, Paul, had developed surprisingly
well. In school, he enrolled vdth the idea of taking a printing
course but, as the class was full, he chose cabinet work and, at
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the end of the year, had done excellent work. Because of his success,
it vras arranged for him to go to summer school and take a trial course
in printing so that he could enter the regular printing course in the
fall. He joined the Y. M, C. A. and earned his own membership by
working after school. In the home, he showed an excellent spirit,
tried hard to improve his habits and manners, and showed himself to
be tirustworthy and efficient. He was quite fond of the foster mother
but had little use for the foster father. During the year, another
agency about Pavil’s age was placed in the home and the two boys got
along very well, developing quite a friendship. Paul appeared to be
developing into a well-balanced boy but continued to lack confidence
in his own abilities and the power to initiate things for himself.
For six weeks in the summer, Paul was placed in a free working
home on the farm. He made a very good adjustment to the home in his
short stay. Because of his slow comprehension, farm work was somewhat
difficult for him but his experience did much to build him up physically.
In the fall, he returned to live with the B’s.
Paul’s second year in the B. home was made somewhat difficult
because of vmavoidable circumstances which arose. A death in the
family of the foster parents caused them much grief and, shortly
afterwards, the foster father changed in temperament, became surly
and unpleasant in disposition and over-critical and strict in his
attitude toward the two boys in the home. Because of Paul’s temper-
ament, he was often upset by the foster father but he did not com-
plain and accepted this treatment on the basis of punishment he felt
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he deserved for his behavior before coming to the foster home. Ee
continued to have a great admiration and respect for the foster mother
and tried hard to please her always. The good relationship between
the foster brothers continued. In school, Paul continued to do ex-
cellent work, was elected to a position on the school paper, made
many friends and became quite popular. During the year, Paul’s
visitor talked things over with him occasionally and gave him much
reading material in order to help him develop a good general philosophy
toward life and to work out his conflicts. The boy still carried a
feeling he was under supervision of the court and had to do as he was
told. He was quite bitter toward the foster father and felt Mr. B
did not understand him. However, all went along fairly well and Paul
finished the school year in good standing.
After school, Paul expressed a desire to leave the B. home and
work on a feirm for the summer so a place was foimd in a good farm
home with a young couple. Paul was accepted as one of the family
and was made to feel his efforts were appreciated. By the end of the
svunmer, a very good relationship was established betv;’een the foster
parents and the boy and he was ready to return to school in the fall
with a very good attitude tov/ard life in general.
In view of Paul’s feeling toward the B. hone, it was felt he
should be replaced. As ho had made a good school adjustment and
wanted to continue on with his work, his visitor felt the boy should
not be moved. After careful consideration, the hone of Mr. and Mrs. D.
was chosen.
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The D» home was located in a residential section of the city a
short distance from Paul’s school. The family had previously not been
known to the agency but their references were excellent. The home was
made up of Kr. and lirs. D., a middle-aged couple, and their son, nineteen.
The home presented a wholesome, pleasant atmosphere in which all members
shared equally. IJIrs. D. v/as described as being pleasant, sensible,
sympathetic, and understanding. She had a high standard of living and
had managed her family accordingly. Ur. D., who left most of the
decisions up to his wife, was said to have been quiet, friendly, and
devoted to his family. Their son appeared to be a quiet, reserved,
well-adjusted boy who vras willing to share with Paul.
From the beginning, Paul fitted in the D. home as if it were his
own. He felt the foster parents were the kindest people he ever knew'
and he and the foster brother became great friends. From time to time,
he showed some resentment toward the world in general but he had the
capacity to control his feelings. The foster mother talked writh him
whenever he presented these periods of depression and did much to help
him achieve a brighter outlook on life and to overcome his feelings
of inferiority. In school, he continued to do fine work and then
became assistant editor-in-chief of his school paper, the next year
going on to become editor-in-chief. As editor, he was sent as rep-
resentative of his school to the Columbia School of Journalism Con-
ference.
After two years with the D’s., Paul finished his school work and
was ready to start out on his own. He had hoped to find something
in the printing trade in the city so that he could remain with the D’s.
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However, he was unable to secure a place so left the foster home and
went to live with gin aunt. During the next five months, he worked
about at any job he could find and had a fairly difficult time of it.
His aunt was unable to keep him said, without a home or a job, he re-
turned to the D’s. He was accepted as one of the family and soon
found employment with a manufacturing company. Because of his earnest
endeavor to succeed, his employer became interested in him and he novr
has prospects of working into a good position vri.th the company. Paul
has been doing some Yn*iting for newspapers and hopes eventually to
go back into newspaper work. He is affectionately regarded in the D.
home and is accepted by the foster parents as one of the family.
The case of Paul is especially interesting because, anf the ten
cases presented, Paul probably came from the most unwholesome en-
vironment of the group, had very poor heredity on both sides of his
family, and was over sixteen years old before he was referred for
placement, yet he appears to have been the most stable boy of the
group. He has required no special type of treatment and was quicker
to make an adjustment than any of the other boys. Sven under the
disadvantage of what turned out to be a poor first placement, he went
on to a very good adjustment. If we could fully explain why Paul was
able to make such an adjustment with so many factors against him, we
should have the solution to much of the mystery of human nature.
Judging from Paul’s sudden change for the good, it appears the
father’s abnormalities were a direct factor in creating the boy’s
problems.
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6w +a»rija;7,ji 3*'v4*0ij'ji '^luset oa rfoitf viTtaflic'ai'I.cx as ticue aUatJ o4 oldn
nxsantfl tv*' '^6'}e\rn *>44 ilrjjBst v cci4*»ro' 6<li oyjmI bXuoria
8
’Y'^cf o4.: :ii-4ae*£a ni ro4caj‘>, ^rexlfa «) “stow saiiiltn’roncfa •'totfiA*
Aci©fdc>".q
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Foster home placement in this case seems not only to have pro-
vided a happy, nonnal home situation for Paul but also has provided
the necessajry treatment for him to work out his problems. The case
presents an example of mental conflicts being dissolved by the healin
influence of a wholesome environment rather than probing to the roots
of them by direct psychiatric treatment.
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PART III
INTRODUCTION to CONSIDERATIONS
The writer has attempted, in the preceding pages, to present
the factors involved in the family background, personal development,
and the placement of ten boys who have presented behavior problems
and who came from hone cituations in which the mother or father have
been mentally ill. The piirpose of the paper was to observe what
particular type of treatment was provided for these boys by a child-
ren’s agency. It was hoped that such observation would provide a
basis for determining the relative influence of factors involved in
creating the boys* problems, the possibilities of difficulty sui
agency must meet when accepting this particular type of problem
for placement, and the type of treatment most successfulljr used.
The writer has attempted to analyze this information so that the
treatment methods would stand out. The task remains to stim up
these findings and to point out some general facts which might be
helpful in a case work situation.
' j^tthtcnq 9dit ai ,&e:t<i;c»^dJi aA/I *j«flTir oriT
o'-JBwnqoXoTi-Jb Xeffo«t»q »hrruotgo&wi(f wf;f al lovni ••tocfoAl ®rii ^
a<rrt»X«5o:*iq tcirjin'«^f i)e;ti»e©*rq ev«d orfi| a®;#’ lo JftaceMXq 9d& btxa A''
oT^arf ifiAtA'i XQ o:(^^ rfoirnr ft£ ©aoif sioil «i:teo citir bssa
T
i-^dV eT*it’«oc od^ ^^a^r i6?*q Ito oeo^fxmj ei(T »Xli need
« ^<f c^o<f *io7 Lofciiroiq Sjnf dii»a&stox^ lo *ialtfol:^iAq »
4 etlTdiq fjfuow ttcJt^jsTro»(io dr>u9 Sadi’ b^qaii s/m &I .-^0^994 a 'xjeT
4* 1 .
ai nnccJt'Al lo e/>aM/IlaX sxltalox -©irfi jixla/dTcei^ti riol aiaerf
xia To aei^^llirffaaoq *fU ,aa»Itfo*xq 'aijotf 9ffXt*o*lo
-
7^
aioI<5c*tq To aq^J- XBiitc £;f^xbq aJW^ gcicfqoooj* froihr ^©ofli cfeoar \paa^
• baft; luteas 0008 -f^exs i’n*acta«n;^ To aqx^ baa ^JiraaDcalq *rcT
i f '
'
V n 9fid dsdf 00 aci/rosrsa'lrtt eid:f aMvXa/xe bsJmmdda eoH xs&lxw orfT
LW '. .
. ,
n ^
Pjf^ - qtj mit qS mlpxaX 'Jiaat ar{T hoorfe tliror sbod&aet ittor.fdaaxd
'JktVWt egf Hoxifw »:>04l Itfnona* acjoa ^oo 4xtioq o& brus s^sibnXT aaorfe^
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SOME CONSIDEHATIONS
A study such as this can scarcely dignify itself with "findings'*
or "conclusions” on the basis of ten cases. There are, however, some
considerations which have grown out of the analysis of the successes
and failures in dealing with these boys and may suggest answers to the
questions wdiich were proposed at the beginning of the paper.
It is of interest to note that there has been a similarity in the
so-called conduct disorders and the personality deviations of these
boys. All of the boys have been observed to have terrific feelings of
insecurity and rejection, all showed a lack of training and discipline,
all showed an inability to get along with other children, eight of the
ten were known to lie and steal, eight were day-dreamers, eight were
poorly adjusted in school, and seven had sex difficulties. Authorities
in the field of child behavior have shown that the immediate reasons
for conduct problems may be the result of habit-training, or lack of,
and culturalization of, the child, or may be due to a personality
attitude which affects all of the child’s inter-actions.
These boys all came from home situations broken by death, de-
sertion, divorce, or hospitalization of the psychotic parent, and
from homes in which lack of affection and harmony between parents
and other serious emotional problems of adults made it impossible
to satisfy the child’s fundamental needs for security and development.
If a home does not supply the two basic demands of childhood, the need
of security and the need for recognition, it is only natural that the
yUltaii/b^^X^oruiOs itao ^BiiiH- kA douQ xUrfA A
r.j ««
4kio* .-ovsnso/f 4<5*w 6i«rfT «3ouK> de^- Ttr» al^cf. wit ao '*81501 fa
I
odoo" “vo
8ea8c :'8ifB lo alavl/ia/k lo :lvo aptff>T5 &vjui itolifw exfoic^.^-j'srblaaoo , 1,
oif:^ 0^ c'lwr.oA &B0^ali fcCB rriod rid-lw s/iIXabj^ al aeTaXAat bOB
)
fa<5o<I tdt lo aaimii^.od -^tid ta erio’ii rfoiifur tiK>l;laoup '/
Wi %
©{it al rti.*t4Xi3ati? a coed aarf ©na/i- twit v&oa ot tao^etiii lo fl 4X
esodt lo ^aoldAtv^b ^ILAoctnitq odi lya» tn.($hioeJj3 tou&noo LeXIao-oa
-lo esttlXool o llin*;ot cTBil ot Boot” otjb^ sdt 1© IXA .aigocf
'*' c
'^#RxXqlo8^ bOB ^aJacAnd lo :iojBX ^ hev-oife I£a ^cold^tlet baa x^lzifziAsal
"
'4
©lit la ffierblidc w/fto ^ttlw sroXij tog ot YtiXldJMri na be«o4a iXa
I
oieorf triglo jB^oawoTo-^ofj o**©?* trlj^lo hoii ©IX ot mrortjl ©low /tot
^ 10
«»itlio4tt»A .ooltXt/olTij;!) j:o» ixati rtBvee'boA .Xoo/lof al Xotaatb©
©itocxaot A&eibAtttJ! eS& t;Arft ino/rfir ovjBd, aoivarfft lo JbXollj^rft al
,^o stoaX to ^^/fiirlBTt-'tiiXQn lo tXiraon orft ed xm mioldoiq, Joubaoo 10I
vtlX/>ffoi'xr *r n oC 9ifh otf to orit ,1ck aQit©alX©^u/tXxro iao;©
•
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.;^aoitojtj-aetai .©Jt lo^-XX^ uto©ll© doi/tr olx^itt©
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child will search elsewhere in an effort to meet his desires or needs
The need for recognition of a child* s self, for recognition of his
achievements and work, is becoming widely understood. These boys
have all come from home situations which have provided them with no
understanding recognition, or sense of security and being wanted.
The conduct disorders and personality deviations they have shown have
not differed from those developed in any boy who has become a behavior
problem and who comes from a like environmental situation.
In every case a set of circumstances was found that might well
explain the general or habitual attitude or withdrawal from the social
requirements expected of the average boy. One of the outstanding
observations in this respect was that in all of the ten cases the boy
was found occupying an imusual position in his family. In eight of
the cases, he was the first child of the family and, in seven of these
instances, the only boy.
The question arises as to the unstable nature of those boys.
Tfhether this instability is an inherent factor or whether it has been
acquired as a result of deep emotional disturbances and mental con-
flicts created from an abnormal social environment would be difficult
to judge on the basis of only ten cases. The facts presented in the
case studies indicate the possibilities of both inherent and environ-
mental causes. We are in no position to evaluate heredity as we know
that, as the study of the human being moves forward, we become less
and less certain of what may be carried over to the descendents.
»nk^9Z 10 BtilnoL stcl cftaa cy iirAl© aa r^t eierfwaXe rfoi-aaa IXfw bli/io
Qiii lo xroi^ia^iosui lol ^llsc 8»Mli(o a 1o lol boon o-'i't
r-Y/Ml «»erfT ^boodsioiyaf vXebxw ytltsooed tti .i'low brua adaoisrevelrioa
oxx jfcfitflr beb/vx.ic^ ovaxI xfo.cif«' 8i\oi:}'»v:flz exuorf icoil acoo iXa evarl
.Jrad-flKJW 3i:X«»d boxj T^iX-a/oee 'ic atxxf>« lo jiioliiagoc-ei 3irXbax>:>«i©5m/
owbibi aTCrf £aoi;#4jZvoJ3 Y;:J'ifi?af?'eie>q bcia niabioeib ^oubssoc eriT
irhrfl/focf A aaoferf aiiri oits; ’^d \;rie al bcrqoXftirefa eaorii XKOil baiallib don
Xi>Xa(»fr/to*riTne ®n/il /j icoi'} aearoo brtfi raaXtfoiq
XXaYi' Xrfjjxa i 4i^X biix/o'! cvBW e«»',a*Xcxatf6'iXo *^0 ^9S xi ©aJ50 cl
0tii rso7J IjSK^j'ddl'rr T'> c^huJISd/! XvacXxJsri lo Xaien©^ ©rii al^alcrxe
^TxfKiAiaJtro «riX lo ©<iO .^od ajaioYa o/tf lo bt*Xodq»© cXcekmentupei
Yorf ©rf^ sf.ajj© n©xf oAf 'i'o £1© aX i*irw ^o©q«ot ttXrfX trX anoiXaneedo
j'
Ift ill .YlituHl ai.’i al noiXiao'^ £»ututiu att ':rtiY9^ooo haijo*t etw
©d©rf:# 'Jo nov^r. Di ,brt© f>ri.t “ir* blirfo ^aii'i orli b©w ©rf ,B©a©© ©rfi^
•YOCT vXfio ©riX je©oa©;tRaX
• ©Y'^d’ yoaxlcf lo rlc'tJAr r-Ld^^OM <Kf BiV BOaiOA CfOXJ‘BO//p ©rfT
i'lawJ 5 ©rf dl n^dAQ'fe io ‘tc4i'.a‘} da©^©^£cX xta »i ^rfXIidftXeaX airtX nojrf^feifVr
-jfco X©Xc©jxt b/xii a&o/xarHx/Xa tb /«noX;toeio qaob lo XX;xa©i,© a© boilwpo©
xtiitomil)" r^jf iXtrcn^ .^cfijYuroibt^rit XftXooa Uonocdi’ xi© aion'J be:f©©i© ©i-oXXl
©dcf al '©v‘m*y^iq ^d-ojot ‘JlT. ctn.i "Xco lo eiaad odd xto ogbct
-iioii’.'.'© bxtiJ di:©ttrIaX xL»ocf '.o eoiXxXicfXeecq ©rf-r aelbird-a ©oao
vnocd ©*w a© xflho7&A ^AjiulsgvB od^-coxXiaoc oa «i ©i© ©1 .aeacao Lada^sa
s*r: X ''iivocacf ov ^bTsmnc'i aevoer gifi^d caatwxf ©dJ lo vbwchB ©rfd a© ,d©dd-
-8dxi©bnto;jai) od tfvo baliiao ©cf vant i«,t» lo ffJbsdtoo 8»©Z be©
Studies such as made by Healy^ give evidence of individuals coding
from the same family who behave differently. Therefore, we can only
assume that there is the possibility of inherent factors in creating
an instability and look at the facts presented in the social sit-
uations of these boys that have been influential in creating their
problems.
The mental disability of the parent has been shown to have been
both a direct emd an indirect factor in creating these boys' problems.
The parent's mental illness has for the most part been the main
factor in creating an abnormal hone set-up which has in turn been
important in the boy's maladjustment. The particular influence of
a psychotic parent upon a boy cannot be definitely proven and, as it
cannot be proven, must only be assTJuned.
In the treatment of these boys, the children's agency has used
two types of placement situations, the foster home and the specialized
group. The foster home offers a natural environment to children in
need of long-time care. It is hoped that homes will provide the
comforts and satisfactions for the child that were lacking in his own
home. However, in the case of certrdn other children, the problem
necessitates a controlled environment for a time long enough to per-
mit readjustment of habits and attitudes in the chief activities of
life; such an environment is supplied by the specialized group as in
the Connecticut Junior Republic.
1 Healy, William, M. D., and Bronner, Augusta F., Ph. D.:
New Light on Delinquency and Its Treatment, Institute
of Hvnnan Relations, Yale Univ. Press: New Haven, 1936, p. 39
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Basing judgment on the cases studied, foster home placement was
best suited to boys of average intelligence whose problems were not
such that they were a risk to the community, as in Oases I and V who
were sex-delinquents, and for boys who were not in need of a controlled
environment provided in the specialized group such as in Case II whose
particular problems called for that type of placement. Four of the
boys of the group studied. Cases III, IV, VI, and X, who were above
Sind average in intelligence made a normal adjustment to foster home
placement.
It appears that in three of the cases. Cases VII, VIII, and IX,
boys of limited intelligence did not respond to foster home care.
Their personality traits were iii5)roved to some extent but they were
unable to meet the difficult competition placed before then by the
community and, as a result, were unable to make any adjustment. In
each of these three cases, it vfe.3 recommended that the boy's problems
could be more adequately handled in a closely supervised, controlled
situation thsm could be provided in a foster home.
The specialized group was used in three instances for boys ^om
the agency felt definitely needed the influence of group life and
group activities in a controlled situation in order to develop their
interests and to overcome their deep-seated emotional problems. The
boy in Case I besides being in need of the influence of group life
was a sex delinquent and, therefore, a risk to the community if placed
in a foster home; the boy of Case II had developed such deep-rooted
personality problems that he was unable to adjust to a foster home and
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had need of group training; and the boy of Case V had need of a con-
trolled group life in which to overcome his strong homo-sexual ten-
dencies.
In each case, placement removed the boy from a social situation
in which he was definitely maladjusted and gave him a change of en-
vironment. However, it has been interesting to note that the environ-
ment alone did not provide the necessarj-- treatment for the boys to make
a normal, social adjustment smd, in addition to placement, direct
psychiatric treatment was necessary to aid them in developing an under-
standing of their problems. Children often carry with them into their
now environment their habits, ways of thinking, and ways of doing, and,
because of this fact, there is need for psycho-therapeutic treatment
to aid them in xmderstanding their problems and to aid them in making
a adjustment to their social situation. The boy in Case X was able to
work out his difficulties under the healing influence of a good foster
home environment and had no need for psycho-therapeutic treatment,
while Cases VII, VIII, and IX were unable to accept treatment because
of low mental capacity. Children of low intelligence do not respond
to psycho-therapy because of the fact that the process requires a
certain amount of thinking and intelligence on the part of the child.
The other cases, the first six, have been able to develop some insight
into their behavior through directpsychiatrio treatment and apparently
have been aided in making a satisfactory adjustment in their placement
situations.
The significant factors in the problems of these boys lay in the
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social-emotional background from which they came. These factors were
so firmly rooted that direct psychiatric treatment was a necessary
instmiment in helping to relieve the situation.
In some cases, it "was possible to secure a foster home where the
treatment could be made available but foster home care did not prove
possible in all cases. The study demonstrated the value of a special-
ised institutional treatment in which controlled group life is used
to effect the boy’s social adjustment.
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